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Berlin, May 1 1. Amid the surroundCarlsbad, X. M. May 1 1. The
There will be on exhibition next
Washington, D. C, May 14. Presi
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Secrewith
Taft
conferred
dent
Deletoday
bank of Carlsbad has leased
of
14.
Governor Mills of the Indian trouble
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of
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University
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room
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library
week
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Washington,
the Puye
C, May
of War Dickinson and Secretary of Berlin, Colonel Roosevelt
in Taos was contained in the follow- gate Andrews
tary
room in the new building
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Hon.
this
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today accompanied
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the ceremonial articles which were
Friday:
u,jrlslng of the Pueblo Indians at Taos, which has outrun him from the mostreets
by .1. II. Fani.
completed
just
son
B.
the
to
and
Holt
H.
found in it. The bag was discovered in
Attorney
u was decided to send a troop of
"Taos, N. M., via Tres Piedras May
ment he emerged from the jungles in
This room is built expressly for a
13, 1910.
House, the department of airy from Ft. Wingate to restore
Afric
iu. hari n ehat with a cave about fifteen miles south of bank, and will make a very satisfac"Hon. W. J. Mills, Governor, Santa
Mount ainair, Torrance county, by a
and postoffice on statehood, uer. The President was unwilling that Prof. C. C. Schiling and Paul Niedcc
tory banking room. The bank has
Fe, X. M.
militia deal with the t wo of
oE prospectors,
!the
territorial
l'al''-who were in th ion? since outgrown its present: qu:u
matters.
known
hunters
best
and
Germany's
judgeship,
postal
political
"Taos Pueblo Indians, fifty strong,
situation.
Hendricks
building.
of African big game. Mr. Roosevelt country to do some assessment work ters in the E.
under war captain raided settlers, The delegation made an appointment
ou iron claims. As their stay was to near the postoffice and the bank was
wh(J ncited the ,ndians7
a
concluded
visit,
with
the
afternoon
off
drove
stock,
with President Taft for a conference j. Special to the Xew Mexican.
tearing down fences,
to the
Zoological gardens. Today, be one of several weks they decided compelled to seek other quarters. This
threatened women and ihi'.dren, and next week.
X. M., May 14. It now trans- j
Taos,
William sent Mr. Roosevelt a to look around for a good camping bank was founded by S. T. Bitting, as
intimated worse violenc- - unless they
that the Pueblo Indian disturb- - Emperor
...ipires
vase
from
will
the royal porcelain works. place. During the course of this a private bank and after some years
The
senate
committee
judiciary
leave by tomorrow. Condition serious
ance here which (.reated sldl intense
The vase is three feet in height and search they found, quite by accident, a was incorporated under the territorial
and aid of troops or militii imperative probably take final action on the con- - excitement and which caused the
bears on one side a portrait of his cave which afforded such excellent law in l'Mo. Three years later it
This is t!v' second raid.
immediately.
of JuoV;e John R. McFie ou ing out of the Xew Mexico militia
shelter that it was immediately chosen was converted into a national bank.
Arrests cannot be made without miliwas Pbably caused by bad advice majesty. One of the newspapers sug for their
C. Ab-on
E.
Acti.,a
Monday.
Judge
camp. In clearing the debris, In the summer of 1907 S. T. Bitting
commem
be
locka
medal
now
struck
tary support. Two famines
the Indians. The fact that these gests that
given
botfs appointment will probably not lndlails in a force of at least fifty orating" Mr. Roosevelt's visit in Berlin. cactus, pine needles and grass which retired from the active management
ed in homes.
in and of the bank. The present officers. C.
"E. QUIXTAXA, Sheriff.
be taken until a week later. Power-- ! men, went to the homesteads of bona Will Attend King Edward's Funeral. mountain rats had carried
strewn
a
over
cave
the
medicine H. McLciiathen, president, and C. M.
lloor,
London, May 14. When Mr. Roose
"I believe
the, situation serious ful political interests are urging the fide settlers on lands which appear
in
was discovered intact, never hav- Richards, cashier, were elected
enough to warrant military action to appointment of U. S. Indian Attorney as public on the plats of the U. S. velt arrives in London on Monday bag
The
pjtiy.
of
the
January,
growth
been opened apparently since the
incondition
prevent more serious
survey, and off and away from the morning, he will have dropped the ing
Francis C. Wilson to the vacant judge- Pueblo grant lands, and cut the fences role of private citizen and so will be day it was deposited in the cave by its bank has been very satisfactory, and
volving life of citizens.
has always been conducted on very
ship in Xew Mexico, but the question of settlers and threatened fheir wives accorded honors due a special Amer Indian owner. Xearby were found a conservative lines. In its new quar"JUDGE JOHN' R. M'FIE."
of bow, several stone pointed arrows and
To which telegram the governor sent is still an open one and a successor with violence has caused the most in- ican ambassador to the funeral
the bank will be in better posia curved stick, probably used in weav- ters,
to
V.
tense
bitterest
Edward.
and
expressions
King
King
George
today
to accommodate its customers
tion
the following reply:
to Judge Cooley may not be appointed
emenate from the citizens ot J aos designated two aides de camp to at- ing. The bow had been charred by fire, and meet the demands of the
"Santa Fe, X. M., May 13, 1910.
rapidly
until after the Xew Mexico delegation
tend the ambassador during his stay and when picked up crumbled to growing country. The two banks of
igainst the Indians.
"Hon. John R. McFie, Taos, via Tres now
will have seen
in
the
capital
The
with
in London.
These are Lord Dun- pieces.
remaining articles,
Carlsbad were originally stockmen's
Piedras, X. M.
President Taft again.
donald and Commander Charles E. F. the exception of the arrows, will be on banks exclusively, but as the farming
FAMILY
cansheriff
received.
If
"Telegram
Representative Fordney during re
distin exhibition all next week at the Mus- - industry has developed, both banks
ARRESTED FOR SMUGGLING. Cunningham
Graham, both,
not handle situation and needs milieum.
to
a
in
the
marks
House
crown.
of
have taken note of the growth and
in
service
referring
the
the
guished
tary aid, he must officially notify govIt is premature to attempt to assign are serving the farmers as efficiently
ernor. Am ready to send troops im- speech by Senator Beveridge declar Customs Officials Are No Respecters
ed: "False in every particular." Other
this medicine bag to any particular as the stock interests.
of Persons When it Comes to
mediately upon receipt of sheriff's reJUDGE IRA A. ABBOTT
as
were
references
scathing.
equally
Cattle Shipments.
quest.
Collecting Duty.
IMPOSES SENTENCES. tribe; an exhaustive study of known
medicine bags and their contents
Schwartz on the Stand.
"WILLIAM J. MILLS,
A large number of cattle have been
would first have to be made and the loaded at
"Governor."
New York, May 14. Mrs. Catherine
Washington, May 14. The cross ex
the stock pens here the past
of the Persons Convicted Get
Afterwards the governor received amination of Chief of Field Division W. Rawlins, wife of former Governor Many
similarities and differences few days. The first shipments were
existing
Off With Jail Sentences But Sevthe following telegram from the sher- Schwartz concluded before the
noted. Considered geographically this
Rawlins of Xew Hampshire, appeared
eral Sent to Pen.
largely old cows, but the steers are
iff of Taos county:
committee today.
before United States Commissioner
bag should have belonged to a Piro now being brought in and loaded out
"Taos, N. M., via Tres Piedras.
Fred Denett, commissioner of the Shields today to answer the charge
Indian, since that tribe formerly
as rapidly as the railroad is able to
14. There cunied
Albuquerque, X. M.,
"Hon. W. J. Mills, Governor, Santa Fe. general land office, took the stand and that she entered into a conspiracy
the territorr whern this has? carry them. The
shipments over the
"I hereby request immediate aid of was questioned by Mr! Vertrees and with her husband and son Douglas, to was a dramatic scene in the district was fouhd( the central
t Qf New Pecos Valley line of the Santa Fe
room
court
when
afternoon
Pueblo
to
of
yesterday
troops
members of the committee regarding smuggle wearing apparel, jewelry anf;
suppress disorder
Mexico iT)cluding not om
tfce R,0 railroad have been the heaviest this
Indians here against white settlers coal lands legislation. He said he trinkets on the Lusitania. On her ar- Judge Ira A Abbott, after speaking Grande valey frQm
gan season since in 1902 and 1903 when
and to place them under arrest which personally never had any interest in rival here yesterday Mrs. Rawlins' at length on the actions of Policeman Marc,a, b
as0
a great many cattle were moved from
cannot be done without military aid. Alaska coal lands. He denied that bail was fixed at $2,000, and her bond Tony Guavara in the shooting of Fran- ef the
river, now known as Las Salinas the lower Pecos slope to Montana.
cisco
to
I hereby confirm my previous tele- Senator Guggenheim nad
officer
the
sentenced
Vargas,
or the Salt Lakes. The cave in which The railroad has done
procured his accepted. Former Governor Rawlins
exceedingly
gram countersigned by Judge McFie. retention in the land office. "There and son were arrested yesterday at not less than one nor more than two the
bag was found is in the heart of well in moving cattle so far. It is
"E. QUIXTAXA,
could not be anything falser," he the pier and released in $2,000 bail years in the territorial penitentiary. the Piro country, not far from the
The Sentence. Iliad inst hppn rirr- running heavy trains, using from two
"Sheriff of Taos County." said. "The statement has been made each for appearance on Friday at
As no further messages were re- with evident intention to create the which time Mrs. Rawlins will also ap nounced and Hugh J. Collins, attor-- ll 0 rums of Abo and Gran Quivira. to three engines and carrying the stuff
There are two facts' moreover, which
ceived by Governor Mills up to mid inference that I was under the domi- pear.
ney for the prisoner, stepped forward
through on rapid time. The prices re
to give notice of an appeal, when the point to this medicine bag having be ceived for stock this year are much
night, from either the sheriff or Judge nation of the interests."
widow of Vargas, with outstretched longer to a member of one of the Pu above the usual and the stockmen have
McFie, in response to the above re
BANKER SENTENCED FOR
Will Press cases Against Haskell.
arms and tears streaming down her eblo tribes, like the Piro for example, money to put in the bank after squarquest of the sheriff, the soldiers left
BRIBERY,
MUNICIPAL
Washington, May 14. The indict
face, burst suddenly into the court in spite of the fact that the medicine ing their accounts with the banker
shortly after midnight for Taos.
ments against Governor C. X. Haskell
room, appealing incoherently to the bag is more commonly found among and merchant.
of Oklahoma in the
town lot
Incorporation.
Pittsburg, May 14. Ten prominent court for
greater punishment for Gua- the Indian tribes of the great plains
Change in Lumber Business.
Incorporation papers were filed to Indian land cases will be pressed by men of Pittsburg, including bankers; vara.
than among the sedentary Pueblo peoand
Mercantile
day by the Valley
the department of justice, according physicians, and former prominent poli
The Richards Lumber Company has
In addition to the policeman
the ple.
Lumber Company of Anthony, Dona to a decision reached by Attorney Gen ticians, faced Judge Robert S. Frazer
acquired the lumber business of J. R.
In the first place the medicine bag Fant. This
sentences
were
following
by
passed
C.
the
Ana county, with
E. Miller as
eral Wickersham today after a con in criminal court today to receive
yard is located on Canon
of the plains Indians is usually made street
New Mexico agent. The capitalization ference with President Taft. It is the sentences on various charges of brib the court:
the new Fant buildadjoining
is $25,000, divided into 250 shares. The plan of the department to have the ery and conspiracy in connection with
Frank
Brooks,
attempted rape, of animal skins, mink, otter, beaver ing and is very advantageously locatincorporators and directors are: C jury pass on the matter early in the exposures of coucilmanic corrup eight to ten years in prison; entering and weasel, while the medicine bag to ed. The Richards Lumber Com nan v
tion. Of the ten, all except one, have a residence unlawfully, one to two be exhibited next week is made of will retain its old yard for storage,
E. Miller, 37
shares; R. N. Nietz- June.
37
R.
pleaded no defence to the indictments years in prison ; J. Ragler,
J.
on
Wood Pulp.
schmann,
Livesay,
robbery, some kind of dried rushes woven to- but the offices of the business will all
shares;
Against Tariff
be conducted at the new stand.
40 shares, all of Anthony; and C. S
President alleging the giving and receiving of three to five years in prison ; J. R. gether like matting.
Washington,
May 14.
In the second place one of the ar"Woodworth, 20 shares, and W. Cooley, Taft had an extended conference to bribery. A. A. Vilesack, former cash- Pennington, larceny, one to two years
Harvesting First Crop of Alfalfa.
15 shrase, of El Paso, Texas.
day with John L. Norris, representing ier of the German National bank, was in prison; J. Livingston, larceny, six ticles found in the bag was a piece
The
farmers under the Carlsbad
the Xewspaper Publishers' Association the first one sentenced. Judge Frazer months in the county jail; Juan
of cotton cloth, which is a strong indi- project are
Troops Ordered Home.
busy harvesting their first
months
sentence
of
a
and A. X. Burbank, president of the imposed
eight
assault with a deadly weapon, cation that this bag was made by one crop of alfalfa. The yield is below
Having received advices from Taos
in the county jail and a fine of $5,000. six months in
jail and costs; Gargonio of the southern Pueblo peoples and the average, on account of the cold
that the Pueblo Indians had finally International News Company.
Messrs.
Norris
Burbank
and
Garcia, Jose Mora and Julian Lucero, not by a plains tribe, since the latter weather during the spring, but the
pre
agreed to obey the mandates of the
cattle stealing, tried separately and practiced little or no weaving.
court, the situation simplified itself to sented figures and arguments to the
crop, however, is so large that it is
intended to
fViot an rttd w nraa a. President which were
Oil fh o n
found guilty, one to two years in priThe Museum is enabled to exhibit necessary to find an outside market.
son, notice of appeal given by attor- this interesting collection through the Apparently the buyers of alfalfa hay
sued for the troops to return by Gov show that there was no need of a
ernor Mills, who is pleased that the tariff on wood pulp in this country,
neys; John Turner, assault with a courtesy of Mr. H. C. Yontz, the San have overlooked the fact that the
weapon, six months in jail and costs, Francisco street jeweler, to whom it acreage of alfalfa under the project
trouble did not result more seriously. They also stated that the action ot
sentence suspended on payment of belongs.
has been increasing rapidly during the
Secundino Romero Appointed Sheriff. (Quebec in preventing the exportation
costs.
Wiliam
The board of county commissioners of pulp wood had seriously affected
past year, and so far no buyers are on
Harrison, assault,
The
of
exhibit
this
beautiful
jade
hand to take the crop as it is ready
of San Miguel county today appointed the print paper market in the Unitthree months in jail and costs, sen- week attracted many visitors
who
District Clerk iSecundino Romero ed States.
One Man Killed, Another tence suspended on payment of costs; were incidentally much impressed with for delivery. Here is a splendid opfor a commission firm to handle
sheriff to succeed his brother Cleofes
The President was told that the
Leon Jackson and James Jackson, as- the
mural paintings of the Puye room eningand later in the season other crops
Maimed Three Bruised
Romero, now warden of the peniten newspapers and the paper companies
the
in
and
months
hay
costs,
six
sault,
jail
that the farmers will have to market.
tiary. The appointment is to take ef were commonly affected.
sentence in the case of James JackMotordrome
fect May 16.
Forest Bureau Ought to Be Under
son being suspended on payment of WILL MAKE AUTO TOUR
Saloons Surrended at Carlsbad.
FOR SUFFRAGE CAUSE.
costs.
Department of Interior.
A movement was started a short
AGRICULTURAL LAND
HOURS
The jury in the case of Lizzie
TEN
SPORT
Washington, May 14. Full respon FIRST
time ago to petition the new city couna
OPEN TO HOMESTEADERS sibility for the "clear listing" of the
Spokane, Wash., May 14. Washing cil to order an election on the licenscharged with conducting
resort in the North Third street dis ton Political Equality League, of which ing of the saloons. It gave promise of
Spokane, Wash., May 14. Xational Cunningham claims and the conduct
Farm Homes Association, organized of those cases before the general land Cars Tear Through Fence Which trict, found her guilty but recom- Mrs. Mary Arkwright Hutton of Spo- a very heated campaign. The saloon
at St. Louis, Mo., on May 6 with
office was assumed by H. H. Schwartz,
mended her to the clemency of the kane is president, has plans under way men, after making a careful canvass
1
Encloses.Brighton Beach
for a tour of the state of Washington of the situation, have come to the concourt. She has not been sentenced.
capital of $1,000,000,, for the purpose chief of the field service, who was
Tarck.
of colonizing city dwellers on model witness before the Ballinger-Pincho- t
in automobiles in the interest of the clusion that no license would carry In
farms, has been invited to send repre- investigating committee.
HYDE JURY IS
suffrage movement. The campaign case an election is held; they have,
sentatives to the Inland Empire of the
HOPELESSLY DIVIDED. will be under the direction of Mrs therefore made a proposition that they
Brighton Beach, Motordrome, N. Y.,
Mr. Schwartz laid the blame for the
northwest to see what the district of
Hutton, who has just returned from be permitted to run until their license
in reaching a conclusion in the May 14. One man killed, another
fers to homeseekers. R. J. MacLean, delay
Alaskan cases at the door of L. R. maimed and three others badly bruis- It Stands Seven to Five for Conviction Washington, D. C, where she attended expire, which will be some time in Desecretary of the Spokane chamber of Glavis, to whom, he said he had given ed was the hospital record of tne first
and There is No Agreement
the National Woman's Suffrage con cember. This proposition has met
commerce, has forwarded a letter to
in Sight.
ten hours of the twenty-fou- r
hour ausave the
vention, and Minnie Reynolds, who as with much favor, as it
them.
in
all
latitude
investigating
Gifford Pinchot first vice president,
tomobile race held at file Brighton
sisted the women of Colorado in their expense of an election and the' unMr. Ballinger had never taksaid
He
Beach motordrome, last night and toKansas City, Mo., May 14. For successful fight for the ballot. Mrs
saying there are thousands of acres of en
of a campaign.
any initial action in those cases
Marion three hours, from 9 to 12 o'clock to- Hutton believes that the men of the pleasantness
a
farm, fruit and dairy lands in Washafter
day.
midnight,
Shortly
had "clear listed"
when
he
that
and
car driven by Anderson, tore through day, the jury that is trying Dr. B. C. state of
ington, Idaho, Oregon and Montana
ofWashington are broad-minde- d
and southeastern British Columbia, them as commissioner of the land
and Mechanician Bradley Hyde on the charge of the murder of
the
UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE FOR
fence
enough to grant the request for the
also large areas of logged-of- f
lands in fice he had done so on his, Schwartz's, was killed. Anderson jumped clear Colonel Swope futilely balloted in the ballot
WOMEN IN NORWAY.
to their mothers, wives, sisters
on the basis of the of the wreck. Two
hours later, Buick effort to reach an agreement. Ac- and
Washington and Idaho that have prov- recommendation
rea"Another
daughters, adding:
ed their worth for all kinds of agri report of Special Agent Love.
car number 2, driven by George Witt, cording to reports from the jury room
son is that 25 per cent of the vote is Northern Kingdom is Doing What Uniculture. These lands can be bought
Attorney Vertrees, counsel for Bal- also crashed through the inner fence. voting this morning showed a decided
ted States and Great Britain
land
at low figures, he adds, hut under no linger, questioned Schwartz for sev- Witte escaped but Mechanician Pow- change from last night. At noon it Scandinavian and in their home
Will Do a Decade Hence.
have
will
not
so
women
the
they
vote,
condition will the commercial clubs eral hours and his ready answers and ers was badly injured. Louis Steran's was stated on good authority that the
thinkoffer any bonus to the association.. As quick wit kept the committee in an Marlon car showed a liking for the last vote stood seven to five for con- to be won over to our way of
sufChristiana, Norway, May 14. By a
Mr. Pinchot is thoroughly familiar uproar all the while. Mr. Ballinger fence and Strange had a remarkable viction.
Prosecutor Conkllng has giv- ing." Mrs. Hutton said there is
with conditions in this part of the was excused from the stand this morn- escape.
His car tore through the en up all hope of the jury reaching ficient money pledged to carry out all great majority, the Odelsting has votbe ed to grant universal municipal sufcountry, because of his connection ing with the understanding that he fence and came out through the other an agreement. Judge Latshaw an- plans for the campaign, which will
the
state
election
years
until
the
with the United States forest service
continued
hold
will
frage to women over twenty-fiv- e
he
nounced
even
that
not
if
scratch
necessary
angle, Strange
being
of age.
tt Is believed an inquiry will follow,
ed.
the jury until Tuesday night.
coming fall.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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DOWN
Xeak and miserable. If you have
Kidney or Bladder trouble, Dull head
pains, Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
in tne uacii, ana leei uieu an uu,

UP.

THE FRONTIERSMAN.

Imperial
Jersev Cream

j

The suns of Siimnuv seared his skin:
The colli liis Wood congealed;
The forest giants blocked his way;
The tctuliiiorn acres' yield
Ho wri'iiclicil from them by dint of
arm.
Ami grim old Solitude
Hroke broad with him and shared his

Pansy
Bobolink

i

cor

Summer Shoe
For Young Men

Within the cabin rude.
A
S
The gray rocks gnarled his massive
hands;
CITY
The north wind shook his frame;
The wolf of hunger bit him oft;
The world forgot his name;
that means comfort
Perfect
Bi't 'mid the birch and crash of trees.
Denver, Colo., May 1 !. Fore- Within the clearing's span
cast for Xew Mexico: Generand coolness custom style that
Where now the bursting wheat-head- s
V ally fair tonight and Sunday
dip,
with stationary temperature.
gives a smart, dressy effect.
The Fates turned out a man!
x r
r
in Hamilton's
You are sure or getting
Hichard Wightman
Baptist Church at Hyer A Baptist
church has been organized at Hyer,
Magazine.
both these features in your
southern Santa Fe county.
will
There
Tomorrow
Two
Masses
Potatoes "Miss Aniada
Planting
summer footwear if you
t ho
Ortiz, daughter of Celestino Ortiz of be but two masses tomorrow at
The first will be at C a. j
Estancia, but formerly of Santa Fe, Cathedral.
ccme to us for a pair of
was out. last week planting a. large m. and the second at 9:30 a. in.
'
Woodmen Will Attend Presbyterian
crop of potatoes on the fine claim she
There will be a meeting of
Church
town
our
of
bought recntly southwest
Modern Woodmen of
1"")14.
Camp
from Mr. Hart." Xew Mexican HomeElks'
hall on Sunday fore-- j
at
America,
land.
noon at 10:110 a'clock, for the purpose
for
Candidate
Clerkship There of attending the Presbyterian church
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
are quite a number of candidates for in a
body to observe Mother's day.
and
the
models are accurate reproductions of the latest
be
new
Regal
may
Vethe district court clerkship at Las
Mother's Day Tomorrow will be
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
gas, which will be vacated by Secun- Mother's Day having been so desigdum Romero who is slated for sheriff nated by proclamation of the governor
to succeed his brother.
Those men- and of the mayor. Special services
tioned for the place are: W. E. Gort-ne- are to be held in the churches
and
Eugene Twitty, William B. Stapp those who wish to honor motherhood
and David Winters.
are asked to wear a white carnation toPoses as Physician morrow in commemoration of the day.
Saloonkeeper
and is Arrested Jose Duran who
Maximum Was 71 Degrees The
came to Albuquerque irom Clayton, maximum was 71 degrees yesterday
where he had been a saloonkeper, bar- and the minimum 51 degrees with a
ber and general merchant, was arrest- relative humidiy of 40 per cent. The
ed yesterday for practicing medicine temperature at C o'clock this morning
without a license. He had treated the was 50 degrees. A year ago today the
late Charles Mansard who died of gan- - maximum was 54 and the minimum 36
rene and the coroner's jury that in degrees with 3S per cent of sunshine,
and thunder- vestigated the death recommended There were showers
Duran's arrest and his commitment to storms in the valley and light snow
an insane asylum if a commission over the mountains.
j
should find him of unsound mind.
Quick Service by the Postal At
Quite Right Those who fear an 9:29 this morning, Edward M. Keenan
nihilation by Halley's comet should at Springer telegraphed the census of-recall the philosophical utterance of fice at Santa Fe for instruction. At
the late Bill Xye on a similar sub- 9:30, a minute
later, the answer was
ject. "If we could get close enough in his hands. That is one of the
to a comet without
frightening it wonders of electricity and telegraphy.
away," he said, "we would find that
Country Club Those interested in
we could walk through it anywhere
a Country Club are requestorganizing
as we could through the glare of a
ed to meet at Dr. Sloan's residence
so
We
should
torchlight procession.
8 o'clock.
Xo invitations
live that we will not he ashamed to tonight at
are
issued.
look the comet in the eye, however.
Let us pay our newspaper subscription and lead such lives that when MEXICO'S IMPORTS AND
EXPORTS ON THE DECREASE.
the comet strikes us we will be ready.
Stanley Index.
Many Indicted for Gambling The Neighboring Republic Now Occupies
an Enviable Eoonomic Position
grand jury of Gila county, Arizona,
Favorable Balance of
after investigating the charges that
$75,000,000.
open gambling has been alovved in
Globe, has returned 27 indictments,
four of which were directed against
San Antonio, Texas, May 14. In ad
If you will "Tackle" our fistiing tackle you'll land any fish that
officers, including R. M. Anderson, city dition to having made a decided reduc- tackles
your bait. Our lines are new and fresh aud strong; our reels
marshal; his brother, Wirt A. Ander tion in the value and quality of im- are not rusty.
son, a deputy marshal; Robert J. Ed ports, Mexico in 1909, has also mater-Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
wards, another deputy and James ially fallen behind in exports.
the
thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
Swearingen, a deputy sheriff. All are
To some extent this decrease is due
charged with omission of official duty, to the depreciation of the value of sil- Phone If it's Hardware
a misdemeanor.
We have it.
Upon arraignment, ver. hut ihero i vm rinnht that nn in.
No. 14.
bail was filed at $1,000 each. A 111a-- crease in home consumption is the
jority ot tne oiners indicted wera sa, principal factor involved. The United
loonkeepers.
Rtfltpa nppunv fircf ,rcitir,i in ATov.
ico's trade.
WHOLESALE
Mexico's export trade in 1909 was
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
AISD RETAIL
by local applications, as they cannot made up as follows:
$39,210,077
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Gold, value
RATON
73,841,593
There is only one way to cure deaf- Silver, value
YANKEE
31,221,150
ness, and that is by constitutional Other minerals, value
CERRILLOS
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- Total of mining industry. .144272,820
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
81,8(59,901
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When Farm products, value
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
4,957,892
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- Manufacture, value .
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
ling sound or imperfect hearing and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is Total exports, value. .
.231,100,(519
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
the result, and unless the inflamma- Total imports, value .
..156,533,027
tion can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hear- Balance in favor of Mexico. $74,5(57,592
These figures, better than anything
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- else, demonstrate that Mexico occutarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- pies today an enviable economic
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
ed condition of the mucous surface.
(INCORPORATED)
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
for any case of Deafness (caused by WOMAN WHOSE CENSUS
ANSWERS TOO LATE.
Does a general ABSTRACT. REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE busii ess
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirloan on Santa Fe Real Estate
culars, free.
Arrested, a Chicago Woman Begged to
:
:
$20,000.00 to
at low rate of Interest
Be Allowed to Tell all but Grand
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Jury Had Indicted Her.
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
Chicago, May 14. After an enumer- fSSfil
a special
ator, a census inspector,
pation.
PIARflOMPO
Qm
agent and a policeman had failed to
to
make her answer questions relative
MANUFACTURER OP
the taking of the census, Mrs. Kather-in- e
tyes Tested and H
Right Price
MEXICAN
Holtrop was arrested by deputy
FWd by
Right Goods
federal marshals here and held to the
JTZWELRY
Date Methods
1
Right Servioo
&
federal grand jury. After her husband
!
had signed bonds for her release, she
China and
to
to
Mo
be
148
Red
and
begged
wept
permitted
Telephone
SANTA FE, N. M. !
345 San Franolooo 8t.
answer the questions. She was told
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
that it was too late.

TOPICS!

nter orocery Co.
Telephone

No. 40

r$4oo

j

53SE2KSSESJi

j

IP SEE FOR YOURSELF
LINE OF

CALL

ML

fit

WE GIVE CASH KEGISTFR TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

outheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
cure. It never fails. We have many
ials from grateful neonle
who have used this wonderful reme- dv. As a regulator it has no equal.
Ask for Mother Gray's Australian Leaf
ac Druggists or sent by mail for f0
cents. Sample FREE. Address, The
Mother Gray Co., LeRoy, X. Y.

feOR

Abo VARIETY FRESH YEAST

14, 1910.

THE FINEST AND FULL
8

j

foot-leng-

SELIGMAN BROS

r,

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

th

j
j

Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

1

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
AND ONION SETS, ALL FRESH SEEDS.
A COMPLETE

FRANK
PHONE
BLACK

I

F.

GORMLEY
436

19

OANON
ROAl

MULLIGAN & RKING
UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

I

iuUkht

PICTURE FRAMING

;!

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

rl'K
DONE:

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

j

WffiJKS

1

eal

Screened

Lump

ESirSSSS

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

j

j

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
125
130 RED

!

LEO HtRSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

YONTZ

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
No Need to Cut.

f

IESC3SS

S . E.

Corner of Plaza.

FRESH EGGS

WTCHES

FILIGREE

Up-t-

CREAM

ICE CREAn

SODA
Specialty

MILK

Cut Class,

,
ai

Silverware

ZOOK'S
P HARnACY

illk9s

T1TE SANTA
OVERTAXED.

OLD

The kidneys are overtaxed;

Have too much to do.
They tell about It in many aches and

JIBS

NTTW

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

ships of the making of a great railroad system, possess qualities of manhood and loyalty found among men
of few great industries.
The third member of this "oldest in
the service" crew is "Charlie" Haynes,
who is a friend of every man on the
division. While '"Charlie" Haynes is a
Santa Fe veteran, he is at the same
time a young man in action and ap-
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New Mexico Military Institute

a

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

"Thi Weit Point of th

3outhwert

TD
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Backache, sideache, headache.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
"A."
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright's
-- J
-Lamy Branch Employers Are
disease follow.
Through Academic cour, preparing young
And Thus Cured a
Scalp Disease
A Santa Fe citizen tells here the
1
f
Given an Appreciative
men for college or for business life. Great
,
pearance.
Like Scald Head
It had Lasted
way to keep the kidneys well.
"Charlie," as he is known to the
Write-U- p
' ' -- ?,r amount of open a!r work. Healthiest location
Several
Made Most
Months
and
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
V'
of any Military School Id the Union. Located
boys on the New Mexico division as
Griffin street, Santa Fe. X. M., says:
of the Sufferer's Hair Fall Out.
well as to the regular passengers in
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
"I hold the same high opinion of
SCHULTX HID HAYNES that section, has an admirable charspot of the West at ao e'evatioD of ,700
BARRY,
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
acter and is always pleasant and
feet above sea level, s'inshlne every day, but
I publicly recommended them in Jan
cheerful. He has been a conscientious TROUBLE SOON GONE
Ittie rain or snow during session.
uary, 1907. I then said that for about
Is a Lawyer and worker for the Santa Fe for twenty-ninAND NEVER RETURNED
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradua year I had been bothered by a dull Engineer Who
years, which record entitles him
ates
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
Owns
Who
a
Brakeman
ache and weakness across my loins
to the honor of being the oldest pasI
thoroughly furnished, heated, light
buildings,
Home.
and
and kidneys.
tired easily
any
I was ten or twelve years old
senger brakeman on the division. For I "When
'
had a scalp disease, something like
;
modern lp all respects.
exertion brought on severe suffering
edjand
twenty years he has held the unique Fcaid head, though it wasn't that. I
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W:
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kid-mail suffered fur se veral months and most of
L. Pancoast in Santa Fe title of brakeman-baggagemaCharles
(By
inhair came out. Finally they had a
Uamiiroa. Vice Presldeuf, J, Phelps White,
ney Pills highly spoken of, I was
G,
lay
between Santa Fe doctor to see mo and he recommended
Employes' .Magazine. )
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
duced to try them. The results provTreasurer;
the
ancient
the
and Lamy. He has perCuticura Remedies. They cured mo
The title of "old timer," when given
ed beyond a doubt that Doan's Kida
A
in
few
I
weeks.
have used the Cuticura
Flclay
men who have spent the best years formed all these duties with the comf, r a breaking out on
Remedies, uL-ney Pills live up to representations. !to
For particular! ao.4 Illustrated catalogue
of the pleteness and dispatch which can onin
service
lives
of
the
'
their
hands
was
and
a
Ix'nefited
my
i
;
groat
The cure and benefit this remedy
address.
Santa Fo. is used with the great est. re- ly result from an experienced mind deal. I haven't had any more troublo
with
Miss
the
F.
Jessie
brought has led me to praise it on
scalp
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
adand busy hands. To see him switchmost
The
veneration.
and
speet
more than one occasion."
Buchanan, K. I". I). 3, Hamilton, Ga.,
in
the
to
at
Fe
or
ing
Superintendent.
service
Santa
Jan.
yards
Lamy
7, lliU'J."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 mirable characters in the
he
has
the
a
have
who
of
of
timers''
"old
are
quickness
those
day
youth
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburSSS3
instead of a man of sixty-threNew York, sole agents for the United given the energy of their minds and twenty
The story of Mr. Hayues' service
bodies year in and year out assisting
States.
with the Santa Fe and his success as
Remember the name Doan's and in turning the wheels of progress.
Should UnowOnly Cuticura Soap-Pu- re,
The men who have ten .twenty or a home owner should be an inspiration
take no other.
to
Sweet, Economical.
man
any young
working on a salthirty years of service to their credit
Because cf its delieate, emolliont,
Mr.
ary.
career
as
a
Haynes'
in
the
are
for
railroad
at
service
the
present
It Is an admitted fact that real essanative, antiseptic properties derived
man has been
by a great deal
i.uticura uint-59- 1
rr! f't. v lrom
tate, financial men and merchants all simple reason that they did their of sickness, impeded
ment. united with tho
he never became disthe
yet
Thus
work
well
and
are
faithfully.
results
and
bst
that
quickest
say
purest of cleansing
obtained by advertising in the New title of "'old timer" is an honor to any couraged. He sought a climate that
ingredients and most
would
him
He
give
health,
man who holds it.
found it
refreshing of flower
Mexican.
in
odors, Cuticura Soap
Xew Mexico. Many offers were
There are a great many men down
is unrivaled lor prmade him to
to other sections, but
TO
antiseptic, on the New Mexico division who have health came go so
eserving, purifying
Foley Kidney Pills ai
tho
he
to
first,
;nd
on
service
remained
beautifying
of
excellent
tonic and restorative at d a prompt many years
15
skin, scalp, hair and
S
h!
the Santa Fe branch, rendering his
aE
corrective of all urinary i regularities. jthe"' credit men whose work has
hands of infants and
2 XR
as
valuable
company
service
as
he
"iarte
it
for
who
In
all
children.
the
safer
V
pre
passengers
2
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Striplingventive and curativo
have sped over our tracks, whose at- - could have anywhere.
Burrows & Co.
of
treatment
tortur
When 'Charlie" Haynes went to
- tention to duty has made the Santa Fe
Save Money and Inconvenience
Purchasing Wells Fargo
TTTTTZTTTl
ing disfiguring eczemas, rashes, Rollings,
what it is. The world at large Santa Fe, X. M.. he had nothing but irritations, inflammations and chafins
j system
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
has benefited from the intelligent ser- - his salary. A part of this he saved from infancy to age; offor the sanative,
FHATERMAL SOCIETIES.
inulcerated,
antiseptic
cleansing
and then he learned that a man on flamed mucous surfaces and for
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
vice of these men whose shoulders
many
been taken a salary eould buy and pay for a other uses which readily suggest themj have never for an instant
selves to women, especially mothers.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mesico
MASONIC.
from the great wheel that is bringing home if he attempted it. Mr. Haynes
Cuticura succeeds when all else fails.
not.
a
house to live in, but Guaranteed absolutely pure and may be
only bought,
and all Foreign Countries.
about railroad perfection,
Montezuma Lodge No
One of the. crews on the branch line he and his good wife have made a used from the hour of birth.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Complete External nnd Internal Tretment for
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg between
the Every Humor 01 Ijiinnts. Children and Adults conLamy Junction and the cheerful and delightful home-- to
Cleanse
)
ot
the
(2oc
sists
Cuticura
Skin,
ular communications ancient city of Santa Fe has the uni-- ! kind of home it is a pleasure to visit. Cuticura OintmentSo:ip
(iiOc to Hem the Shin and CutiKei?olvcm (50c ) (or in the rorm of Chocoiato
He is quite a connoisseur of rare cura
first Monday of eac) que distinction of being known as the
Coated Pills. J5e. per vial or 6Uj to 1'urily the Blood
world
Potter Drue A Chem
month a' Masonic hali "oldest crew" oil the division. Engi-Inee- r Xavajo Indian rugs and Indian goods. Suld throughout the135CoiumDuii
Ave ftoston. MaM
Corp Soie Props
Cullcura Book, a
at 7.30 t,. m.
uyMailed Kree
William Schultz of that crew His collection consists of some very
Guide la Uie Best Core ui SKiu auo Scalp
II. ti. l)uk.viam,
(claims the greatest number of years of valuable old rugs, and he. takes the'
Acting Master. service on the New Mexico division. greatest pride in showing his collec-cause he did remain, ho was given a
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Tne ganta Fe is the ouly road he ever tion. During the many years he has
been
in Xew Mexico he has taken ad-- ' passenger engine. When he was transhas worked for. and lie has been with
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, us
of every opportunity to secure ferred from freight to passenger
vantage
tnirty.our years In 187G ne began rare
service he went, ahead of several older
cona., a. m.
iteguiar
Xavajo blankets.
but was soon given an engine.
men.
He believed that this might
vocation second Monday of firing,
"Charlie"
Haynes is one of those
Schultz has won the reputation of because
ill feeling among some of the
each month at Masonic
whole
cheerful
smiled,
a
railroad men
broad minded, careful engineer,
ing
so he went to the master me
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
a man who has great judgment in whom it is good for men to meet. He men,
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
chanic and asked to be put hack on
has
never
performed
train handling.
any spectacular- his old
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
freight run because he was not
Railroading is not the only thing ly heroic acts, but he has done more-- he entitled to the passenger run.
has
done
his
Mr. Schultz knows. He is a good lawduty consistently, with
On the very first trip after he was
Santa Fe Commandery No.
too. Eight years ago he was sent his heart in his work.
in
of
in
1, K. T. Regular conclave yer,
again
given his freight run. the passIt
would
be
a
good thing for some
congress as represenin each to the territorial
Monday
on
which
he
had
been
enger
engine
'
..
. tgHvo frrmi T .a a iroo-aTiYir
nianv of the young fellows who spend their
montn at Masonic iau aijv"w'
went through a switch, plowruns money too freely to meet Mr. Haynes running
made
his
the
daily
engine
m
(years
d
ed into a freight, turned over and
to
visit
his
home
line
to
from
see
the
Las Vegas
and
how he
J. A. MASSIE, E. C. lover
RIGHT.
instantly. Mr.
itezuma Hot Springs, and when that enjoys life, and to learn how he did killed the fireman
W. E
Recorder.
Sulier
was
this
to
believes
all
happen
train was taken off he was transferred it all on a salary.
Back on the main line of the Xew just as it did, because his time had
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 to the Santa Fe branch.
not come. He had had several such
Don Caspar Avenue
Conductor "Dick" Barry has the Mexico division are to be found many
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
to
his
of
experiences
prove
theory
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets next longest railroad career of this railroad men all possessing the same foreordination.
on the third Monday of each month crew. Conductor Barry is indeed a admirable characters Each man has
Dan Sulier is the second oldest passat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in remarkable man and a loyal railroad- an interesting history, a story of ac-enger
engineer on the New Mexico diMasonic Hall, south side of Plaza. er, which is proven by the fact that complishment
the part he has played
vision,
and he is a well preserved man
in making Santa Fe history. Books
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- "Dick" had been running twenty-fiv- e
he has been railroading
considering
to
invited
be
attend.
written regarding the interdially
years on the eleventh day of last might
since he was sixteen years of age. At
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
March. In the early days he ran out est of these men in the Santa Fe and
the age of nineteen he was running an
VeneraDle Master. of San Marcial, but for the last twenty-thre- e the reasons for their devotion.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
engine, and he always has had the repHENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Some
of
men
these
New
on
been
the
who have seen utation
years he has
of being an expert engineer.
Secretary.
Mexico division, and eleven years of many years of service have peculiar
Denver Colorado.
In the year 1890 he was appointed
beliefs
and
that time have been spent on the Sanstrange
superstitions. traveling engineer, covering the line
B. P. O. E.
There is a veteran engineer who can
ta Fe branch.
from Dodge City to Denver and Raton.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Mr. Barry has been a good man in relate many incidents in his life to
After nine months of service in this
holds its regular session on the secand the reason he is still with prove that a man will not die until
he was made trainmaster,
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn service,
us is because he has always attend- his time comes. Dan Sulier is that capacity
it was here he gained the reputamonth. Visiting brothers are invited
and
ed strictly to business, doing the best engineer s name, and he says there is
A. J. FISCHER,
A AV
tion of being able to handle men as
and welcome.
for "his" railroad. He is one no more danger in running the Califor- well
J. D. SENA,
as engines. Like many other meu
Exalted Ruler. he couldmen
nia
Limited
down
over
of the
the mountains who come
who passed through that
Santa Fa, N. M,
Catron Block
Secretary.
up through the ranks, Mr.
period of early railroading when a than there is in walking along the Sulier
to
finish
work
the
attempted
trainman's life was filled with hard- street. He believes that when his time in an office
Knights of Pythias.
each day as he would
comes
he
will
no
matter
Handhe
where
and
go,
ships
thrilling experiences.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
finish a run over a division on time.
or
is
what
he
may be doing.
But this determination to keep his
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d ling the modern train is easy comparDan
went west as the Santa
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. ed with the methods of early times Fe wentSulier
desk cleaned up all the time broke
.
west.
He at one time fired
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- when "Dick" Barry and the boys of
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
down his health. He was trying to ar
the eighties had to get out on top and on a work train on which President H. range to
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished to acsengers
ing Knight's invited to attend.
run
back; believing,
get. his
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
help stop the trains. These men, who U. Mudge of the Rock Island was con- the open air was more beneficial, when f Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
have shared in the trials and hard- - ductor. Back in Topeka in the sevJOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
enties there was more excitement he was master mechanic at Raton. land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
While discharging his duties at Raton
among railroad men when a train
Xew Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
was sent west which was known as he fell into a drop pit at the roundLeave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by coma
was
Are
house
and
seriously in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
during
going to the "front" than there was
municating with Manager of the Roswhen au army was recruited for some injured. When he had fully recovered
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
enhe
to
to
his
determined
go back
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
war.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Dan Sulier, a boy of sixteen, was fir- gine, believing it to be the safest place
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $10.00 to accommodate four or
was
as
after
never
in
he
all,
injured
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
ing on an engine running out of To- - all his
experience as an engineer.
pena. it came his turn, in 1SS0, to
Mr. Sulier is one of those loyal
go to the "front," but he refused to go. Santa
Fe men who are a credit to the
His reason was that he did not have
and tho rnmmiiin'tioc in
Cnnmnmr
.
enough money. In the early days the
railroad men who went west when the
TIME TABLE ALL
record as a Santa Fe employe, as well
road was being built had to have some as
a long record. There are many
LOCAL TRAINS
money laid up or they would starve.
Sulier did not have a "stake," so he
Suller who have years ot
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con
was let off with the command that he Engineer
service and clean recordg o which
nect with No. 10 from the south and
save his next pay and get ready to go to
feel prou(J
west, also No. 3 from the east, re
e
nL
Conductor W. J. Fugate, known
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 d. m.
turning
a. uicuiau uamea ravot was sent m
line as "Bill" Fugate, enterthe
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con
along
his place. Five days later the engine
ed the service of the Santa Fe at Las
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
Sulier was to have gone out on went
Vegas in 1887 as a brakeman, and was
for No. 2
passengers
passthrough a bridge, and Fireman Pavot soon promoted to be a conductor. He
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
was found with half his body in the
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
made good, for he is carrying the
firebox. The engineer also was killed.
1 s connection
time. "Bill" has
the
at
present
punch
only.
ouner
was told tnis was a warning
At an Unheard of Price
j
Tanr(,aA Mstorv ,n addition to
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con
...MiMM.nBTr
not to go west, but he said it only
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounthat which has been made on the New
strengthened his belief that he would Mexico division At the age of eigh.
and Nos. 4 and 8 east-bounwant
and
Return
a
in
are
When
hurry
you
not be killed unless it was the right teen he b
brakl
for the Ullion a
arrive
at
Santa
m.
11:10
ing
Fe
s.
or
for
come
here
single
outfit
good
time for him to die. He knew that Pacific between
Cheyenne and Lara- - double
wasn't his time for leaving this earth. mie at the time the
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
road was being
So he went with the next engine
LIVERY.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
constructed. This was during the real
that was sent to the "front." He "Indian war"
healthy horses and a. m.
period, when fighting
worked from one division point to the
are
here and subject to
fine
carriages
Train arrives from the north at 4
Indians was a part of each
want
next as the' road was built, until he warpath
We
your business P. m.
order.
your
Mr. Fugate spent six
program.
day's
will apprecl
j reached
Thornton, N. M. Then he de-- j months
ibefore he became a in the livery line and
ate
It.
termined to ask for relief and go back conductor,braking
New Mexico Central.
in which capacity he workAll Popular Sheet Music.
The company was so short ed until that road was finished. Dur-j to Topeka.
East Side Plaza.
Train
leaves
Santa Fe at 8:45 a. v
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i
jof firemen that the master mechanic
j
persuaded him to remain, and, be-310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Reef. m.
(Contlnued on Page Seven.)
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LIWEflY STABLE
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Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Gurries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON

1

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

'

The Pioneer Life insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

ONLY

Here is your opportunity to get a fine

DECKER BROS

.

PIANO

east-boun-

d

d,

Call early if you want this bargain

Good-lookin-

EYLES MUSIC CO.

THE SAX1A Fill
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Vice President
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurer- ,

Entered as Second Class Matter

;..t

the Santa Fe Postofflce.

Daily, six months, by mail

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier.... i
..
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

.

.$3.75
1.00
.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
i
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.)
Southwest.
the
of
and
people
progressive
the
intelligent
among
.

1X10AN,

Whatever people may think of Joe
Cannon, his words of homely wisdom
are the fruit of long years of experience and buffeting with the world.
This week he spoke on the value of a
college education as follows:
"To a bright young man, who has
anything in him, a college course is not
necessary fatal to success. That is my
view of it.
"The common school system the
high school course gives the average
individual at least fair equipment for
practical success in business, or in the
various callings that men follow who
live by the sweat of their faces. That
is about all that the average man
Would utilize,
"There is always a question as to
whether the average student will sur- vive the spoiling effects of a college
course.
"The human animal, on the average,
is not worth his salt if he is incapable
()f making his own way. The greater
rewards come in business not politics.
A good business man is much better
cff than a poor politician. The busi-annPSS man iias better chance for
yancement and better remuneration."

SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1910.

SAXTA FE, N. M.

Itepresentative Frank E. Guernsey
of Maine, in writing to the editor of
the New Mexican, says incidentally:
"I am most decidedly in favor of the
territories being admitted, and the Republican party keeping its pledge, and
I wish to state also that I do not believe a more able and effective repreAndrews
sentative than
Delegate
could be sent here from New Mexico
to work for the accomplishment of
these results. I regard him as an especially able representative and he is

I

j

d

j

J, PALES. President.

J. B.

L.

A. HDGRES,

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Casnier

READ, Cashier.

i&l SidiSilidS Bmm
OF SA?JTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New (Mexico. Established in 1370

always on duty."

$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

heads
The esteemed Tribune-Citizeits article on the trouble at Taos:
"Indians Assault Man and Woman
Near Las Vegas." The Meadow City
what is coming to it for
sending out an Associated Press dispatch that caused those who are weak
in geography to believe that Taos is
a suburb of Las Vegas.
n

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coilateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
b stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
makes
d domestic and foiigri exchange and
telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmitting agency public, or
If you are in need of anything, try
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
a New Mexican Want Ad.
per ceat per annum, on six months' or years', time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
HACK LIKE
2 and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
bank-- 2
Prom
tj as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound
of
the
The
for
boxes
reat.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
patronage
ing. Safety deposit
soncuea.
a
Meets Both North South ji public is respeciuny
iJuv nxLaJxTLnjinruxriri tjiti ruxnnrirunnjTUTnnnrirun
Bounds Trains.
1

THE MISSION OF THE INTERVIEW
HAPPY, HAPPY LAND.
The Washington Herald logically
J. T. Carter, editor of the Homeland
the mission of the interview
presents
of
south
at Mcintosh, some fifty miles
a lance in defense of the
breaks
Santa Fe, is either a poet, or the Eswho is accused of misquot-- .
tancia valley is such a "Happy, Happy ing people. It says:
Land" that one would be loath to leave
"Representative Tilson. of ConnecSuperintendent of Public Instruc- it even for heaven. This is the ticut, was much annoyed the other day tion
two
j E clark has a dcmana for
panegyric that Carter prints this over being misquoted in a press dis- - Snanish-Americahnlriinn
tenclipv,
week :
patch sent out from Washington re first
teachers' certificates of re"These fine May days every man, gard ing the political situation in Con- cent grade
The jobs open for them
vintage.
woman and child in the Estancia val- necticut. There is a report that sev$750 and $850 a year respectively.
pay
depotaeral members of Congress have
ley is busily cutting and planting
While such salaries are no fortune,
toes by the tens of thousands of acres. cided hereafter to grant no newspayet the demand for teachers to fill
e
from
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
own
planters, going
Big
per interviews except over their
these places indicates that openings at
nimble
as
the
north bound train and arrives at
believe,
until
thus,
keep
night,
they
morning
signatures,
fair salaries will be found for all comTaos at 7 p. m.
avoiding the danger of being misquotfingers busy to prepare the seed.
petent Spanish-Americateachers and
Ten miles shorter than any other
"Evidently tliis is the native home ed or having the meaning of their should demonstrate to them that it is
were
misconstrued.
remarks
way. Good covered hack and good
of the potato, for wild potatoes
"All this would be very satisfac- - worth while for them to attend the teams.
found growing all over the valley by
wrcno nunuai scnooi in ineir re
torv if ft were not: for the fact that
the first settlers.
Tiling eLce to a Pis-eenge- r
spective counties so as to obtain high"And such potatoes as our settlers an interview in almost every case is er
Ccxorttele.
grade certificates than they hold.
ch,cL
raised last year a dry, inclement sea- of more value to the member of Con- It also
that there is a fertile
Trip
son as it was! Big satin skinned, gress ttian it is to the newspaper. field for proves
Spanish-Americathe
Normal
as a rule, desire accufloury grained tubers weighing four Newspapers,
school at El Rito. To the mediocre
mis
of
them
few
and
knowingly
racy,
soon
will
pounds each! Why, the day
every profession and every avenue
come when the Estancia valley potato quote any one.
seems over-iman
a
often
that
has
"It
leaning to employment
happened
with
the
will take rank as a luxury
an interview crowded, but in reality there is such a
out
life
gave
public
Rio Verde apple, the Satsuma orange,
which in language and meaning was dearth of competent men and women
and the Rocky Ford canteloupe in the
printed exactly as given, and yet the in every sphere that the cry comes
markets of the world.
next day a formal denial would be from every side: "Give us competent
"Some wise guy, with his brain lo- made. Members of Congress are not men and women who are in earnest Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
cated in the heel of his boot, spread infallible, and what they say in a and in love with their work!"
Returns Thursday and Friday.
a report last winter that the people rapid-fir- e
conversation, or in the heat
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
'starvof the Estancia valley were
of argument, sometimes fails to bear
Mountainair is so small a place that
ing.'
it is doubtful whether it has the lum- - Mrs. F O. BROWN Ag-en- t
inspection on close scrutiny.
knows
member
of
"If this be true, then, what a
dred inhabitants required by law to
Congress
"Every
Phone No. 23 Red
brute Fred T. Fisher, our that the proofs of the Congressional permit the establishment of a saloon.
prominent merchant, must have been Record are often revised, and that a and yet, Mountainair has more nerve
when one day last week he shipped statement made on the floor of the and emerprise than the capital city
House or Senate is far from that of the
out 10,000 pounds of potatoes to
Territory Mountainair has for
,
and H.oon pounds of beans to which appears the next morning in the twn vpnro , , , a nly.lntonn
of
If
official
members
oS
publication.
of
the surplus
Santa Fe all bought
circumstariCes far more disadvantage- over from last year, ymgress mm it. necessary to revise oug than guch an lmdertaki
our farmers-l- eft
woud
speeches after they are in type, conteM
"Some idea of the natural attractions
,n th,a citv Moimta,n.
For i3 years the only
a
Uhat
it
is
not
conclusion
they air has been so
logical
of this region may be inferred from a
pleased with the reiov
sometimes
made
statements
class tonsorial parlor
first
regret
story told us by a traveler recently
mill inn t inn nftpr fbov Viqvo rtmra timp sult, that it will continue right on to
Fe.
Santa
in
who would not for obvious reasons
hold
Chautauquas and is out with a
to analyze the full import of their
circular
give tis his name.
OUR
its
NEW FITCH'
annual
third
announcing
views :
Nor
Mountainair
is
"He said that himself and a friend
afraid
Chautauqua.
TREATMENT
"A reporter who is not reliable is to
were on an outing and out near Man-zan- nnf wjnftwl
spend money for printers' ink for
tiriH in f'int hio nnt'itinn
the Chautauqua is being advertised far s guaranteed to cure, (not only
"0 miles southwest, they killed
short-live'one.
The members
is a
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
two fat turkeys and one bobcat. They of the
at the United 'States cap- and wide. No wonder, Davids get to other
press
be
and Goliaths are planted in
scalp irritations. We also
also found the trail of a big bear that ital are among the most
painstaking the kings
a complete Mne of all the
cemeteries.
a
like
carry
had rooted up the ground
hog men in their profession, and the great
On
hair and facial tonics.
in search of roots and acorns.
popular
majority of Congressmen recognize
The mobilization of a company of
their return down the canon they this fact. Men in public life appreci
HERPICIDE. DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
camped and roasted their fat turkey ate vhe conditions under which news- the National Guard yesterday afterBATHS BATHS BATHS
in an apple orchard, in full bloom, that paper men are forced to work, and noon demonstrates that the citizen
are ready for serious busi- onrl- - soldiers
is over 200 years old, planted by the when an error does preen in
,leSSThe cal1 for them was SXied at
early Spanish settlers. The 'obvious nntnrerl tolerance is best far all con- i u uiucs in me aittu noon ana Dy y
Agents HTJBBS LAUNDRY
reasons' for the traveler refusing to cerned.
were
ue
to
to
moved
laos.
uiej
ieaay
Phone us wewillbegladtocallfor your
give his name is that it is a fineable
"Few public officials holding elecoffense to kill a wild turkey at this tive office can arbitrarily fix rules for There was no hanging back, no lag- laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
ging. Men left their offices and their' and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
time of the year.
the newspapers. Publicity, especially workshops and were
eager to proceed,
All work is guaranteed; yor
"People who never have seen the for righteous conduct, is a valuable There wasn't one who asked to be
socks are mended and buttons
is
imwhen
and
merited
criticism
would
asset,
Estancia valley
naturally
sewed on you shirts, without
there were many eager to
tenen!
than silence,
igh
extra charge.
agine a bleak, desolate region of sage much better
It
to
In- go.
also
well
is
teach
the
Mfr
4Un
UU,
tiA
anu
unu! iu jjuu.ii;
uulu
brush, sand, cactus and horned toads, m.s LiU
(H.ins that the mandates of the courts PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
whereas in reality it is a gentle, iins cuiisiiuieni; eacu learns uie views must be obeyed, that the laws were
level prairie dotted with nice new and opinions of the other through the made for them as well as the white
towns, and neat, thrifty homes, where medium of the daily press.
men and that they are not mere chil- "Interviews are a most convenient dren who are to be coddled and hum-for- H
red barns, white homesteads, thriving
of presenting your views before 0red in every whim, even if such whim
gardens and immense fields proclaim
a large clientele. The interviewer extends to acts of open lawlessness,
the fact that man has come to stay.
makes the man say not what
"Here, the first of May, while the usually
says, but what he would
Wherever the Indian cuts loose
east and south are blighted with ice he actually
More often an interview is tem- from Uncle S'am's
say.
protecting arms he
and frost clear down to Albuquerque,
and toned than are the views makes good as a valuable and useful
pered
towa
this great valley, sheltered by
exaggerated. The opinions of public
ering mountain rim and basking un- men are put in more logical sequence acitizen. And why shouldn't he? He has
heritage of physical strength, an
of
its southern sun, and in a more attractive
der the hot rays
way oftenhas burst into bloom and thousands times than when originally uttered. A a'.ert mind, lands and water, gets a
of acres of wild flowers, white, blue, good writer seeks to make his matter free education and has many advantthat the pioneers of New Mexico
yellow, orange and flame colored
accurate and effective. To do this he ages
swept the wild prairies in a blaze may transpose sentences and phrases; never had and never expected to possess. All
is needed to make him
of glory.
but this is rarely done for the purpose a man that
'Where prices are lowest
who can take care of himself
"And this we feel is a promise of of injuring or mutilating the thought,
is for Uncle Sam to withdraw his
peace and plenty for our people in the The great majority of Congressmen
for safe quality"
Infuture. These acres of bloom are the know and appreciate this. There is no patronizing ways that keep the
a
dian
his
child
whole
a
heathen
and
golden seal of nature placed with a objection to the signed interview. In life
long.
gentle but unerring hand on our new fact, there is practically not a newsOne Resolution to Make
home and as a token to mankind of paper in the country that would not
If
were
at
trouble
Taos
there
statement
in
the
typehaving
really
soil
and
the
prefer
of
the
the fertility
genial
toil and written form, with the signature at and its suppression had to await the
traits of a climate where
tears, anxiety and privation, will ul- the bottom. Then there would be no arrival of a troop of cavalry from Fort
What other 1910 Resolu
Wingate, New Mexico would be in a
timately be rewarded with ease and danger of misquotation."
tion you may make
bad fix. This is a good argument for
plenty by that same kind hand that
of the military
beckons us to tarry where nature
Under the law, the census was to ,he
Resolve now that you will
have heen completed today, but owing post at Santa Fe and also Incidental
spreads her carpet of flowers."
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
t
i
th
f tho TVrritnrv and the ))raise for New Mexico's National
was ready to proceed to!
en- - Guard wnic
,
as
nnnnlntion.
well
Sf.nttered
coming year. It Is a resolutomorMills
Governor
designated
Taos within an hour and can reach
row as Mother's Day and the senti- deavor to have every person enumerat- tion in your own Interest, for
in tfle Territory within
ment that called forth the proclama- ed, an extension not to exceed ten any Point
r
It means the best possible
twenty-fouhours.
in days has been secured for many dis-- ,
tion, finds such ready response
table supplies at lowest posevery (human breast, that mothers tne tricts in New Mexico. It is very like-- 1
It must be understood that the fight
sible prices,
country over will be the happier for ly that the completed returns will not
the kindly thought and appreciation be forwarded to Washington until on Judge McFie is an underhand fight
that called forth the idea of giving a June 1. Therefore, the next t wo weeks, against the Republican party. This
day each year exclusively to her ven- the census supervisor at Santa Fe is more evident every day and the
Think It over Isn't KAUNK
eration. Motherhood is both a cross would like to hear from every person Xew Mexican would not be astonish- and a crown but the cross often bears who thinks that he was not counted. ed to hear tllat the fund that is I,a"
& Oo, the logical store for you
so heavily and hides the crown so In many instances, it is true, the ins for the expenses of the fight is,
to patronize through 1910.
men
who have pocompletely that many women seek to enumerator did not find persons at being furnished by
lltlcal
axes
Brindt0
the
mothresponsibilities of
escape
home when he called, but he made
erhood and at this time, especially, it sure
nevertheless, to put the name
is very needful that the compensations down with such information as he
A few days ago, the census bureau
and the joys that motherhood bring3 could
get from the neighbors or rela- - at Washington sent out an estimate
be glorified.
fives. But this fact should deter no of New Mexico's population. The fig-- !
one, who has any reason to doubt ure was placed at 230.Q00. It is to be
& COMPACT
Says the El Paso Herald. "There that his name is on the census rolls, hoped that the results of the actual
are some people who would not get up from writing at once to the supervisor census will prove that the census ofto look at the comet if It came into the or giving his or her name to the cen- - ficials are bad guessera to the extent
house and sat beside them on the sus enumerator for the particular dis- - of at least 60,000 or 70,000 in the New
Mexico case.
trict.
bed." But that Is El Paso!
sea?
A
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PHUGE HOTEL

THE

For Best Laundry Work

One of the Best

Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

ite

.

,--

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

cold-hearte- d

ERR'S

Mo-riart- v

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

i

d

Commcdicas Sample Ream
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

H

S.KAUNE

GROCERS

blos-som-

e

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

-

Qi

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
How

Serving

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our Increasing patronage is the
wait.
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
,.yyfl)fflftM.MtJ

RATES

$1.00 A DAY

G.LTJPE HERRERA

Proprietor

IBS

)

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City i connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
Give us a trial If you want first class service,
nieii,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

MYAJ0,

WM- -

GREGG PP- -

and BALLETA

CHIMAYO

i

!

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

THE ORIGINAL OLD CUR10 STORE
301-30- 3

San Frnncisco St.
Open Uniii 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKET. S

CANDELARIO

;

"
"
65c per pound and up
H0c

"

I5c

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.

.
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YOU CANT BUY A THING

SPENT

:

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

WITH THE MONEY
YOU HAVE
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I). !!. Halloway of K.nanoia, is

ABE YOU GfilN' FISHIN' MB. SPORTlifAN?
at

the Coronado hotel.
s

--
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f

iu .

AY. 1!. Sale, a traveling man of St.
Louis, is here on business.
V. V. .Monroe, a traveling man from
Denver, is here on business.
Mrs. C. A. .Miner, a tourist of Fond
(iu Lac, Wis., is at the Palace.
j
V. F. Hogan. a merchant of Dolores,
Colorado, is in the city on business, j
C. II. VYestbrook and A. J. Burk-- !
Texans
head, ait'
registered at

Use the

u BHISIO.

Si

If

Trout.

m.

Cress's.
'
The
Club will meet Monday
ar the Homo of .Miss Shuell on Palace

1

:

,

!

-

f"" the Pacific coast
l--

THE
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-

7 A

p"-

Bank

UNITED STATES BANK
BOY LOTS

H

&

-

C. Lurrabee has returned to Sanl'rom Denver and after a trip to

ing on the trade.
Former Congressman Martin of Pueblo, Colo., is in Santa Fe on legal and
irrigation business.
Miss Carmen Garcia, daughter of
Judge Jose Maria Garcia, has gone on
a visit to Glenwood, la.
Invitations have been issued by Mrs.
Arthur Seligman for a card party at;
the Woman's Exchange Thursday af--j

TRUST CO.

in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION

lernoon.

!

Sole Agents in Santa Fe.
For full particulars call or Phone. Red
address the above company

Ho. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

Mrs. W. H. Goebel left yesterday!
for Mesilla Park to be preseia at the
graduating exercises iu which her
son, George, will participate.
Lute Kiedel and Mrs. Riedel, Ben
Kiedel and family are registered at
the Palace. They are sightseers from
Antonitoj Colo.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan returned last evening from Fol-soand this forenoon made a trip to
La Bajada hill.
Supervisor Thomas Stewart of the
Pecos forest has moved his forestry
headquarters to the Pecos. He will be
accompanied by I he members of his
office.

All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
table
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, forchairs, b&bies.
the
racks.
and hat
Wagner folding
They are GRE T!'.
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
go-car-

3-

ts

McGibben.

Assistant Superintendent of Instruction Acasio Gallegos left this afternoon for his home near Torreon, Torrance county, being called by illness
iu his family.
The Saturday Card Club meets this,
afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. A..
Fiske. Besides the members of the'
card club the following are the guests:
Mesdames Prince, Rolls, Walter, C.

La Van and Moore.
Mrs. Frank W. Shearon entertained
a large card party at her home Tuesday afternoon. The prize winners
were Miss Hughes of Albuquerque
for the five hundred game and Mrs. J.
H. Sloan at bridge. The affair proved
very enjoyable.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the U. S. Indian Industrial school
was a visitor at Watrous, Mora county,
yesterday, but the Indian trouble
brought him home. He has gone to
Taos with U. S. Indian Attorney Francis C. Wilson.
The Woman's Board of Trade will
give a concert followed by dancing
Tuesday evening, May 24, for the!
benefit of the fund for the Rito de los!
Frijoles room of the Museum in the
will be
Old Palace. Refreshments
served. Tickets 75 cents.
"Special Agents J. Frank Curns, L.
A. Gillett and T. N. Espe, of the New
Mexico field division of the general
land office, left this afternoon for

Doors.

fc

ji'iSjE j
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f mm
mm

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood .is
perfect in every particular arjd
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
s pacifications.

WE POINT PROUDLY

to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at their headquarters at Santa Fe, after
prices that are satisfactory, and, in attending the U. S. court here since
the first of the week." Las Vegas
the very best qualities.
Optic.
The Fifteen Club met with Mrs.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.
Newhall on Friday afternoon. The
program consisted of quotations and
Where your dollar buys the most.
a review of the Passion Play at Ober
Ammergau by Mrs. Rapp. Current
events closed the program. Mrs. Welt-me- r
presided. The next meeting will
.
be held with Mrs. Palen.
Rev. W. A. Nicholas of the New
Mexico Orphans' Home at AlbuquerMade in New Mexico.
que, is in Santa Fe for several days.
Adjutant General and Mrs. Brookes
entertained at dinner last night in
honor of Governor and Mrs. Mills.
ASK FOR A
DRUG
Covers were laid for ten. Besides GovSAMPLE
ernor and Mrs. Mills the guests were

Charles W. Dudrow

Unsurpassed Chocolates

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER

assrtment
'nes 18 tger
and more complete, than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
detail ' our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

O'lTJEL

Santa Fe Water

Katherine Shea entertained at
cards Thursday at her home on Palace
avenue.
The prize winners were
Miss Flo Moore and Carlos Craemer.
These were the guests: Misses Ritchie

bytheik
can tell you

S3SSC!

s

yo

they

op-cloth- es.

bujine55 0p.
Society good raiment is
!m

(T)!a COOO

RET

COMMENDATION.

CS-- D

Buster

Invitations have been received here
to the piano recital to be given May
17 at Pueblo, Colo., by Miss Jeanne
Elizabeth Walpole, formerly of Santa
Fe where her father, Colonel Walpole,
is well known. Although still in her
teens, Miss Walpole has achievel unusual success as a pianiste and her
program has many numbers on it that
would be trying to any but an accom-

NOTHING MORE SERIOUS
THAN DRUNKEN ROW.
Clovis, X. M., May 14 A telegram
has been received here from Gover-rc- r
Mills, asking for further infoi"
mation from Shheriff Odell of Curry
courty with reference to the report
of Santa Fe Special Agent W. C. Ken
nedy, that members of the mounted
police force were needed in Clovis
to maintain order, following an attack by a number of men here on local officers of the Santa Fe, in which
it is possible, several prominent men
may be implicated.
The affair occurred several daiys
ago, but since then there has been
no trouble and the business men of
Clovis are indignant that. Officer Kennedy should send such a report to the
governor's office, because the unfavorable advertising might injure the
town. It is said that the men who
attacked the officers were drunk and
while a fight resulted, no one was seriously (hurt and there is no prospect
of further trouble.

can Tell People

ci-othet-

P. Uavies and Mr. and Mrs. Shea.

plished musician.
Mrs. V. L. Bean entertained a large
party at cards Thursday afternoon at
her home on Washington avenue. Mrs.
Bean was assited by Miss Anita Bergere, Miss Julia Jaffa and Miss Aimee
Wittman. The favors were red carnations and the affair was a repetition
of the success of a week before when
Mrs. Bean gave a similar party. Those
who attended the party this week
were:
Mesdames
Moore, Morley,
Davies, "Wilson, Diaz, Lienau, Walter,
Shea, Thomas, Lowitzki, Wittman,
Lyng, R. H. Hanna and I. B. Hanna,
Rolls,
Goutchie, Wheelon
Hayden,
Bishop, Carruth, Asplund, Wagner,
Woodruff, Haynes and Howard; Miss
Jessie Massie and Miss Atkinson.

GO.

RE SOLVED

THAT You

.Miss

is
VlCiC'&d
AND

Windows

V

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Mrs.
Bergere, Former Governor Otero and
Miss Jessie Massie and Dr. J. A. Mas-si-

CfiPlP

DO YOU

BVRB

OHT

DuTTfia

&lwM

KNOW WHO

CO-

BRown"

crt'Cfco

LITTLE

THE-5-

GIRL--

ARE? YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL THEM BY
THEIR CLOTHED.
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
AGE 6 To 16-65- C,
UP
WA.SH DRE-5-5E.LINEN SJTS AGE 12 To 16 FROM $4.50
CANTO $6.00. THE.SE GooD-- OR PRICE-BE
DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.
NOT

W. K T0WNSEND & CO.
REPUTATION BUILDERS

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLK

Msrr,

CLJREBDON POULTRY

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SKLI.ING OTT!

FRESH LAI L) EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the t rees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

On and After March 1st.

Wlte w those

sss"!

Everything in Hardware.

24 Hour Electric ervice

NHT

N V

j

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

The Wallace Club will meet this af- Seligman, May Spitz, Mary Foree, Flo
ternoon at the home of Miss Phelps. Moore, Maude Hanlon; Messrs.
Tne guests besides members of the
Xusbaum, Mauley, Edward
.
...:n i.ue it:
r.
ui
uiss oeugniau ana Missi
McConnell and Mr. and Mrs. E.

C. Catron,

1

all new and complete in every

Saf-fra--

FINE LINE OF Carpets and Rags - FOR THE HOUSE

Ornamental

Our Line is

;

.

-

WATSON & COMPANY
St.

j

'

-

$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest; no
taxes, no mortage, a deed when the lots are
paid for. You can't, afford to let a GOOD investment lifee ihis go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents" a day.

THE

His Time is Yours

California.

Las Cruces

119 San Francisco

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

ta Fe

OF

C- -

a . iff' i- -,

health

.M. O'Neill, the Cerrillos mining man
and prospector, is a business visitor in
Santa Fe.
"Mrs. J. W. 'Raynolds and children
left
this afternoon for Denver." Las
Bank ONE COLLAR A DAY $C a week for only one year, and leave
Vegas
Optic. .
to
co
3
amount
cent
this
will
it stay for 20 years. At per
nipotind interest
Mayor
George H. VanStoue, of Es$758. 1C; at 4 per cent compound interest this will amount to $1,010. SS a
is in Santa Fe to report to
tancia,
snug sum for eld age.
headquarters.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
Horace Applegate, a dry goods
We pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
salesman of New York City, is call-

O.

We've got 'em all, everything
ittirrTjnjxnthat vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to GUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

reasons.

Put it
IN

for

will need some
i vo, ' you
tackle, and a few other
-

avonm-- .

Captain J. P. Conner left last

-

supplies.

Oil-Is-

evcn- -

rrM

amid

N

mm

This space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical CnnWincr Snerialtip

Light Company
sail
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
the future health of the moths.. It is a
that it
liuiment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
and ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage v.i'.h this
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.
Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
One of the most
safe-guard-
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Palace.

Horace
New York; W. F. Hogan,
Applegate,
94
Ar
I'te 1'arlc, X. M.. .I.V
Dolores; II. X. "Walter, F. W. Monroe,
Mrs. Riedel,
Denver; Lute Riedel,
Connects with K. V. S. V. Ky, train No. 124 arriviim in Dnwson, X', M. at 6:15 p. m. Ben Riedel and
family, Antonito,
tl'otmects with K.1'.S.V. Uy. train No. 123 leaving Dawson X, M. at 9:55a.m.
SStape for Van Houteu X. M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
Colo.; W. B. Sale, St. Louis; G. H.
Jc 8.
Passentier trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
VanStone, Estancia; Mrs. C. A. Miner,
NiiKl'H HiH'Nh:
ijoI'THKUUXI)
Xo. 8. 10.44 a. ill.
No. 1. 4.4 a. in.
Fond du Lac, Wis.
11 11 p, in.
No,
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
Claire.
Track connection with A. T. &. S. V. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
lies Moines K I', S. VV. Ry. at Colfax, X M. unci Cimarron A Northwestern at
Louis La uen, Bonney, Texas; M.
Cimarron, X. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayaclo
A. B. McMahon,
O'Neill. Carrillos;
and Red Lakes, X. M.
Ute Park. X. M. is depot forthe following stations In X. f. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
L. C. Hanlon, Wil-larW.
Va.;
Ellenburg,
Raidy Black Lakes. Cerro, Klizahethtowu. I.obo, yuesta, Ranchos do Taos, Red
E. D. Bradford, Denver; A. J.
River City, Talpa. Taos and Twinintr.
l.iaily. t fKluu, Tl'aily except Sunday
Dodge, Topoka; W. A. Martin, Pueblo,
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
Colo.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Gregg's.
Superintendent,
H. T.
C. II. Westbrook, Texas;
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
S. E. Cooper,
Minis, Albuquerque;
Phoenix, Ariz.; E. H. McClellan, El
Paso; F. S. Ward, Denver; M. S. Sanderson, Kansas City; M. T. Stewart,
Denver; A. J. Burkhard, Dalhart, Tex.
Coronado.
D. H. Hallo way, Estancia; ,T. C. Cay,
City.
OS

17 IX
7 35

Xasli
Harlan

0.

F. Pounding, New York;

9

law-make-

y

Anti-Saloo-

n

Anti-Saloo-

CO

10 f.1

If your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
are weak, try at least, a lew doses only
of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or
ten days only, the result will surprise
cost.
you. A few cents will cover the
And here is why help comes so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kidneys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
directly to the weak and failing
nerves. Each organ has its own conNOTES OF THE THIRD
MOUNTAINAIR CHAUTAUQUA. trolling nerve. "When these nerves fail,
the depending organs must of neces-stifalter. This plain, yet vital truth
Meeting of New Mexico
tells why Dr. Shoop's Restoraclearly
on
There
Held
Be
Will
League
Its
is so universally successful.
tive
Tenth.
August
success is leading druggists everyto give it universal preference.
The annual meeting of the Xevv where
will surely tell. Sold by
A
test
Mexico
League will be
& Co.
durheld at Mountainaire August 10th,
ing the meeting of the Chautauqua as
sembly. This will be Temperance
Day at the Chautauqua, and the program will be in charge of the V. C.
T. I!., Mrs. S. C. Xutter, president.
Prof. J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public instruction, will be
at the Mountainair Chautauqua Au-

ons, inasmuch as its first sensations
are pleasurable, and it smothers the
reasoning powers, leaving man a helpless is infinitely worse than leaving
their little, white souls with their
Maker. The mothers of the world
will rise up in judgment against the
who ihave pernations anil
mitted this wrong.

The Attractive Saloon.
The saloon is attractive to ihe youth
who is gay;
gust
There's no greater attraction to lead

n

Educational Day. This will be
gratifying news, especially to the
him astray.
teachers who will attend the summer
So, let us get busy, and fight the great
normal in connection with the Chaufoe.
who know and appreciate Prof.
And on every ballot for liquor, write tauqua,
Clark for what he is worth.
Effective June 1st.
NO.
Dr. E. McQueen. Gray, president of
For the youth, lie will go there and
$50.35
the University of Xew Mexico, and one CHICAGO
some friend he'll take.
Then let us vote ''prohibition" for of the really great men who are identi- ST. LOUIS
$44.35
fied with the development of the
every boy's sake.
KANSAS CITY
$35.35
southwest, will lecture at the
the pace tainair Chautauqua the evening of DENVER
It's first to the saloon
$21.10
(August 9th. Those who have been
is not slow,
$18.15
To the dark, miry paths of destruction fortunate enough to hear Dr. Gray COLO. SPRINGS
to go.
'once never miss an opportunity to PUEBLO
$16.15
Let us seek for the wayward, his soul hear him again.
CITY
MEXICO
$52.45
don't destroy,
j
Hon Denton Crowel, of Des Moines,
But point him to Jesus, for he is sonielwm deliver two iectures at the Moun- - ST. PAUL MINN
$50.35
niother's boy.
this year. Mr.
tainair
Chautauqua
Let us wake to our duty, and do not Ciwel
iag the soe right to reiiroduce
Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.
(iciay,
lecture
the
by the late Sam Jones, and
To rescue the youth from destruction's
(those who have heard him unhesitat-- i LOS ANGELES
$35.20
pathway.
ingly assert that the reproduction is
"
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
is the most clever little
$45.20
better than the original. This is Mr. SAN FRANCISCO
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invented. And when life is over though now Crowel's third season, and he is
Douglas, and all Points in New-Mexico- ,
giving
rwisonetl we be
SAN DIEGO,
$35.20
Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
we shall nianv ret,,1'n dateS thiS yeU'- Arizona, Mexico and to the
Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Cou- With find's redeemed host,
Botn Dr- - w- - E- Garrison, of the Ag- SAN FRANCISCO
$60.90
ever be free.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
J. D. Tins- Prof.
and
ncultural
College;
to
our
and
hasten
awake
Then
duty
Health Coffee sent to any lady reCENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Ono Way Via
ley, the celebrated cry farmer, will be
away;
questing them. You can trick any one
PORTLAND or SKATTI.E
at the Mountainair Chautauqua on
calls
who
of
voice
the
Tis
the
Master,
&
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health
Farmers' Day, August 6. The Chau- us today.
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
He tells us the Gospel of Jesus to tauqua is a practical school for every- On Sale July 2nd to 8tb, Sept
your husband will declare he is drink-- ;
.New
Mexico
1st to 7th, Sept, 24th to 30ih.
in
the
farmer
and
body,
ing real coffee and yet there is not a The preach;
soul of the wayward, by kindness has many problems confronting him Return limit 3 months not to
grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's
to reach.
and needs all the help he can get to exceed Oat. 31st, lyiO.
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
solve them.
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite Show him
in which lie should
the
One of the most pleasant and inter-go- ,
PORTLAND
path
taste and flavor. Xo 20 to 30 minutes
events in connection with the
'esting
For Rates and full information address
SEATTLE
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute." To
the fountain of life, where healing Mountainair Chautauqua this year will
,Try it from your grocer and get a
tides flow.
foe the program in connection with Pa- - On Sale, May 28th to Juue, 3rd.
pleasant surprise. 1 2 lb. package And once in the path, we should txiotic
Day, August 13th. The old
July 9th to 16th.
.25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
him then,
G. F. & P. A.
cliers both the blue and the gray, will
Return
limit 3 months.
That he may not slide back to the take part and the day will end witn
El Paso Texas.
dark paths of sin,
'an old faShioned camp fire on the
And. when life is over, and Christ's
"
ir, fV,
uvii.
til
glUUUUS lli. LUC
VtlllllQi jah
'
Kingdom come,
to
take part.
diers are invited
We shall hear the glad welcome, "My
done."
well
children,
A pain prescription is printed upon
The Church of the Holy Faith.
D. K. Foster.
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Xo. 2320 in X. M. Penitentiary.
Whitsunday, May 15th.
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
Pain in
if this formula is not complete.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
The above verses were written by means
hlnnrl
nressnre.
11
a.
sermon
at
and
Morning prayer
one of our boys at the penetentlary.
Hea(J painSi womanly pains pains any.
la
who signed the pledge in 190S and
where get instant relief from a Pink
5
m.
at
p.
livening prayer
who has become a Christian since. It
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
F. W. PRATT,
is a whole commentary on the baneful
& Co.
Minister in Charge.
effects of the saloon. Inquire into al-- i
SCOTTISH RITES REUNION
Church.
!
case
most
or
our
in
Presbyterian
any
peniten-jails
SAYS
SHE
THAT
SOCIETY
m.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a.
tiaries, look to the underlying cause
Santa Fe, N. M,
IS VAPID AND STUPID.
Christian Endeavor at 7:45 p. m.
of most of the tragedies we meet, and
14.
11
Xew
m.
"I
can use my
a.
at the bottom you will find lurking
York, May
Regular church services at
and 7:45 p. m. Secretary George !the "worm of the still, whose sting legal name any way I please, and if
Fitzsimmons of the Las Vegas Y M. has so hurt the human (race that it is managers insist on giving me 'tight'
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
C. A having charge of both these hard to find one whose blood is not parts, why, I shall wear them, that is
make an open rate of one and one
tainted with its poison.
all" declared Mrs. J. Raynor Storr
services.
third
fare from all points In New
OF
Mexico to
of the noted
Scientists are today bending their Wells, daughter-in-laprayer meeting Wednesintellects to the understanding ciety leader, Mrs. William Storr Wells,
day evening at 7:45 o'clock.
A cording invitation is extended to of man, to prolong the mysterious la-- j Mrs. Wells, the younger, was plainly
DATES OP SALE
every one to attend any and all these horatories of life, whence spring tlhe angered by the report that if she re- immortal energies that vitalize
the sumed the stage under her wedded
meetings.
May 21st, to 24th inclusive
St. John's Methodist Episcopal Church. mortal clay, and in their researches name, instead of the one she former-theRETURN LIMIT,
continually come upon the rav- - ly used Irene Bishop her mother-in-age- s
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
MAY 28th 1910
made by alcohol. It wars with law would seek the court to enjoin
Worship at 11 a. m.
the immortal essence of life for pos- - her.
Senior League at 7 p. m.
FE.
Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
session of the mortal body, and it sel- - 'My mother-in-laput every
Worship at 7:45 p .m
is Open to Everybody
to
j
come
off
victor.
fails
stacle
in the way of my having a social
Revival meetings are in progress.
TO
It is the enemy of the spirit, little career," continued the young actress,
Everybody welcome.
C. F. LUCAS,
by little it dims its Ihigh ideals until "and I am tired of being the aban-theare obliterated, little by little it doned wife of a millionaire. I have
ATLANTIC CITY N. J.
Pastor.
closes the avenues of the soul arid no suits for alienation or anything else
.
.
.:tu us uiviue ....
vAnUr
uicuhb liic wimmuuu wim
Via
What Cuprhnriv Wants
planned, UUt Will take part in 'The
& little lower Follies
man
unt11
source
"made
of 1910,' which' opens shortly.
nh vMph
wir00 ann
Fe
Santa
Trip
the "image of Society, as I found it, is stupid and
a7,gfls" and
is impossible unless the kidneys are i!hanJh,e
SELLING DATES
i
a line!- a satire
Hereafter it is the stage for
sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney
upon creation, a thing to make a gels mme."
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
Remedy should be taken at the first
and devils jeer.
weep
a
indication of any irregularity, and
The effect of alcohol is always the
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Foley Kidney Pills contain in conserious illness may be averted.
no matter what its form, wheth- - centrated form ingredients of estab- same,
ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your er the
sparkling wine cup, the foaming Hshed therapeutic value for the relief
Dates of Sale
kindneys and bladder to their normal
and whis-- ' and cure of all kidney and bladder ail-kithe
brandies
rum,
beer,
gin,
s
Stripling-Burrowstate and activity. Sold by
of our own country, or the pulque, ments
Sold by stripling-Burrow-s
&
& Co.
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
mescal, vodka, etc., of other lands. It Co.
Return Limit
is the alcohol, that distilled essence of j
BLAMED THE ALTITUDE
destruction, that does the deadly work. THREE PERSONS ATTEMPTED
rne numan win nor tine numan
BUT IT WAS BOOZE.
SUICIDE AT DENVER.
brain, however strong or brilliant are Denver, Colo., May 14. Three per
Call on address.
en- sons made attempts to end their lives
Denver, Colo., May 14. A man able to cope with this alluring,
A
poison.
glance
snaring,
intangible
PASO
EL
and SOUTHWESTERN
and
H. S, LUTZ, Affont
in
Jast night 0nly one Qf the
claiming to be a Xew York clubman
Santa Fe, N. M.
was arrested at Seventeenth and Wel-to- into the past proves how incontrovert- three inflicted wounds serious enough
statement-Byr- on.
this
ible
is
Burns,
streets while seated on a prostrate
Two women drank
Leaves El Paso'8 00a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe 8,4B a. m.
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Arrives Kl Paso 10,40 D. n,,
because
woman, who was attempting to free and hundreds
P""
pendency arising
more, the geniuses; the
Closft connections at El Paso for points in Califortr0ub
whlle a mvan
herself, was fined $24 and costs in brilliant flowers of
dmestiC
literature, oratory
nia, Southern New Mexico and Ariz oi a
Judge Stapleton's court yesterday. Al- and song have been blasted by the
cause he was out of work and his famthough the man, who gave the name
ALL POINTS EAST
breath of this terror.
W. C. Taylor, pleaded that his ac- scorching nor
of
potentates nor powers ily of eight children faced poverty.
Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Kings,
tions were the result of the altitude. are
Arrives Kansas City 5,50 p.m. next day
the
immune,
highest and the low-es- t
Arrives OhlcaKo 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
Magistrate Stapleton insister liquor
and return
are alike susceptible to its power.
was the cause of his downfall. The No one is safe. The innocent babe
E. P. & S W. and Rock Island trains carry Sleepwoman ran away before her identity draws in with its mother's milk a taint
ing and Chair Carp.
could be learned.
of the poison that creates an indefinFor Information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, ete.
Call at City Olllce Laughlln Hlk.or Phono 145able desire for stimulation, and you
No trouble to answer questions.
will see it eagerly eat pepper sauces
"Cascarets are certainly fine. I gave a friend
one when the doctor was treating him for cancer
J. G. EADS
VIA SANTA FE
and Ihot and fiery concoctions.
ot
the stomach. The next morning he passed
ia uiiereHieu ana eliould knw
Men are beginning to legislate, at four
He then got a box
about tho wonderful
City Freight & Fassenger Agent.
pieces of a tape worm.
45 feet
days he passed a
tMARVELWhirlingSpray last, for the protection of the race, and in three
long. It was Mr. Matt Freck, of Milleraburg,
we
are
food
laws, Dauphin Co., Pa. I am quite a worker for Casca.
Best il OBt tonven- - and
getting pure
I use them myself and find them beneficial
lent, u cleanbes
and restrictive laws of all kinds, but rets.
for most any disease caused by impure blood."
instantly.
and
all
above
we
all
should
over
Com-'janLimit 60 Days
have
Chas. E. Condon, Iewiston, Fa., (Mifflin Co.)
and merchants; good everywhere. We Ark vonr flrnorfflflt for it.
The New Mexrca.- - Printing
If ha cannot supply the
laws!
Laws
shall
that
drink
j
5
will
provide
tn
sell
them
cents
at
form.
book
has on hand a large supply of
Pleasant,
Potent, Taste Good.
ntlmr hnt va Bt.Amn for
that all drinks shall be absolutely! Do Good. Palatable,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
1iiiiarrAtd hook sealed. Tt irlvpj m,u
For particulars, See Santa Fe
.school
for
50c.
in bulk. The genutablets
suitable
and
10c,
25c,
Never
sold
In
If
need
are
of
pads
you
in
free from the taint of alcohol, which
anything, try full nartleulnrs and Mdirections
ine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
A It VKL
valuable to Indies.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.
92
all
of
known
the
is
cure
or
Agants
poisHEW
back.
king poison
41 Jia.taSd Street.
your money
A- -

9,

SIMMER TOURIST
RATES

2-

J

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

"Xo-Drip-

-

I

'

El Paso

Southwestern

The Best Route

System

'

East or West

$55.00

'

EUGENE A. FOX,

1--

I

Low Summer

Tourist Rates

DENVER &

0 GRANDER.

To Many other points
the United States

n I

rnnp-estin-

and Canada.

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

May 23, 24, 25

Mid-wee-

k

Santa Fe

j

y

FROM

SANTA

NEW MEXICO

ob-do-

J

Stations in British

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

y

...

nrn

.....

Ru.d $75.10

bsto!

-

Match 1st. to April 15th

.

May 14 to 19, 1910

j

VIA

June 5th. 1910

ew iviexico central

-

n

SALT LAKE
CITY

TIT'

yy orms

Every Woman

tape-wor-

i w

i

I

$30.00

May, 28, 29, 30th

SATURDAY, MAY

14, 1910.

OLD TIMERS OF THE

SANTA

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, N. M.
FE.
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real copper
rii
body, his
;th til bearing of quiet dignity
IWdllM l;Ml;,. him interesting though
i

it.-!,,-

A

(Continued From Page Three.)
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s
eiad in r:iu-.- . but his final friendly
iatioiis wi: li
and the Apaches
'n: llle IKii'V e,i him to adopt the
most fitting mi,! attractive apparel h"
Wamego, Kan., for the Kansas Pacific
enl, i have l.nsen. With those tribes
on
went
lie
In
railroad.
August. 170,
li" i radt (1 i'nj buckskin shirts, fringed
the road as conductor and ran freight
!
iiuius and ' ain;ful moccasins decor-rih- t
and passenger until lsS.". At this
with
beads and colored
period in his career he decided to go
of
the
porcupine.
into business, but two years later he
i: he . v. r wore his (hair in the
answered the call of the rails, and
t so common
among the tribes of
ever since that time he has served the
the southwesi. h" later learned to
Santa Fe in the way it likes to be
ii down ;inil to incuse the two braid-2 r.
served.
plaits in the beaded chougos or
Making the run from Las Vegas
iphiided strips of colored cloth.
down over the Glorieta Pass is a passGreat Runners,
enger brakeman who surprises the
"The met: of Taos are excellent
passengers with his knowledge of
distance runners and doubtless
southwestern history. He is said to
could do some t;ood work in longbe the best guide on this division. This
rum. in'.' if the rarifiVd air of
man is F. A. Boone, residing at Las
7, "lie fool aliunde was not prohibVegas, a proven descendant of Daniel
itive t, long cotitinued exertion.
Boone. Brakeman Boone has been on
Their bodb s are painted with a redthis division tw:enty-threyears. It
dish yellow earth paint against which
may truthfully be said he is a most
their heavy raven black hair makes
ii splendid
contrast of color. Their
loyal lover of this division, as he never
Mieaut ifully modeled bodies, the
has been west of Albuquerque, and
years
like play of muscles beneath the
during his entire twenty-thre- e
bronze skin, the 'plendid vitality dishe has been east only once. This is
in their deep chests and pow-- j
not because he cannot go, but simply
.
.
t
.
" , i.X ?.- - played
,v erl'u! stride causes you to stand in
because he is in love with the country.
profound admiration,
His enthusiasm over the natural
realizing that
you are witnessing a sight that oc-- J
scenic grandeur of the Glorieta range j
curs but once a year, and one soon
and the other beauty spots along the
to pass away for all time.
He is often.
line grows continually.
Primitive Man.
of
for
trains
"called''
special parties
"At the sight of his natural grace
to furnish information concerning hisand perfect freedom your mind is at
toric relics and ruins along the Old
THE INDIAN WAR DANCE AT TAOS.
once filled with thoughts of how like
Santa Fe Trail.
he must be in these respects to primitive man: your clothing suddenly beCOURIERS WITH MYSTERIOUS
ARE
comes cumbersome and you feel that
INTERNATIONAL TIDINGS.
perhaps your boasted civilization has
not done wisely in bundling tip I he huTheir Anxiety to Be Interviewed
man body.
ANO
Robs the Business of ConsiderThe Women.
able of Its Romance.
"The women are also of a superior
type. They are good housekeepers
San Antonio, Texas, May 14. O joy, Have Beautifully Modeled Bodies, Panther Like Play of and seem to take more than usual inanother government courier passed
terest in their daily work. With paMuscles, Wonderful Chests and Powerful Stride
through this city and allowed himself
tient labor they keep in constant reto be interviewed, thereby bringing
Are Like Heroes of Leather Stocking Tales.
pair the adobe roof and house walls,
home to the denizens of the southand on entering the village a few days
west Texas plains the reality of the
feast, you
The eyes of New Mexico and of the traffic. At Taos the mountain birds prior to any important
alleged romantic side of government.
houses were
the
would
imagine
readily
Tlhis time it is the Hon. A. Colls, spe- United States are turned today to give a soothing song, there is the
comparatively few. Many of the
cial messenger of the king of Great Taos, the Indian pueblo into which the rustle of a million hardy plants and younger of the Taos women are exBritain, who has given local newspa- governor of Xew Mexico was asked to the trout streams send forth a ripple ceptionally handsome. They are lal!-e- r
per men the material for a ripping throw troops because the sheriff hai that has delight for the ear seeking a
than the women of the neighboring
good short or long story, air. Colls found himself unable to maintain or- certain charm of nature.
pueblos, and have a more erect figure
was good enough to inform confident- der.
The Taos Indian is said to be es- and a more graceful cartage.
The
ially the interviewing scribe that he
Although Taos, since the murder of sentially clean thanks to the unlim- well known pioneer Kit Carson must
had been on a very important errand Governor Bent, has not a clear title ited running water at hand in the have recognized the physical and menana mat he positively could not give t0 tile most peaceful loving
place in pueblo. Writing of him Karl E. Moon tal superiority of the women as he
his documents for publication. More- - tne woridj still liters of today
in Burr Mcintosh, on of the best and selected his first wife from among
the courier wore a suit of white 'clare that a sl,btle, soothing influence most beautifully illustrated magazines tihem. Their costume is similar to
ducking, a sure sign that he is in the permeates the pure mountain air of of the world, in November 1909 says: that of the other pueblo women with
secret service and a lawn tennis en-- ' thP ,iebln nnd nroclaim Taos a ".Many things coincide to make the the exception of the buckskin boot
thusiast.
peaceful in tlhe sense that peace can Taos Indian more picturesque than his which is of thin skin and falls in
A few weeks ago a French courier
only be had far from the white man's Irother in other pueblos. His tall graceful folds about the ankle."
insisted upon being interviewed both
coming and going. Baron Ludwig de
Leopold, however, had more to say
going than coming, this being accounted for by the circumstance that the
immigration authorities at Laredo did
not see the substance of his story and
demanded that he pay the immigrant
tax of four dollars.
It is feared that the ambition of government couriers to shine in the lime
light of publicity has done a great
deal of harm to the magazines for t(he
reason that it is wearing off all romance. 'Publications having a circulation in southwest Texas would do
well to eliminate for some time the
government courier and his adven.
r
"gT
tures. Strange to say neither the
baron nor the Hon. were attacked between here and Mexico City,' their destination, showing, on the part of the
villains, a deplorable lack of appreciation of the importance of their missions. French and English couriers
are so far the only ones San Antonio
newspaper sleuths have been able to
PUEBLO OF TAOS AS IT IS TODAY.
.
run down.

the month of October, 1SC9, he
took a position as yardmaster at

(
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WORLD'S EDUCATORS WILL
ATTEND OPENING.
Mexico City, May 14. Many of the
best known educators of the world
will visit Mexico during September of
this year, upon the occasion of the
celebration of her one hundredth anniversary as an independent nation,
for during that month the much discussed University of Mexico will be
formally opened.
This institution will be inaugurated
on September 2, and invitations to the
leading educators in the United States
and EJurope have been issued by the
government.
It is understood that as soon as the
university is opened the government
will consider the question of erecting
a suitable building to house all of its

j

ums,

MARKETkEPORT

fine,

lb'

--

20'23; fine mediums,

--

18(&22;

1116.

LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, May 14. Cattle Receipts
500.
Market steady. .Steers $7.S0ffi.
8.70; Texas steers $56.50; western
Call money nominal; prime paper 4 steers $5.1 0 7.30; stackers and feedMexican dollars 44; Amal. 71 ers $46.70; cows and heifers $2.80
Atch 110; N. Y. C. 121; Reading 17.40; calves $5.501; Y.25.
U. P. 182
Market
S. P. 12G
161
Hogs
Receipts 8,000.
generally, five higher. Light $9.45
Steel 83
pfd. 118
9.80; Oieavy $9.409.80; rough $9.40
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
9 55; good to
choice heavy $9.55
heat-J- uly
14.-W
111.
May
Chicago
$9
5O;
$9.70
102
104
Sept.
9.75.
Sept. 63
Corn July 62
Market
Sheep
Receipts 1,500.
Native $4.25(?i;7.60; western
steady.
Sept. 39
Oats July 40
$4.507.55; yearlings $78.25; lambs
Sept. native
Pork July
$22.8722.90;
$7.259.35; western $7.50(f

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, May 14. Lead and copper nominally unchanged; silver 54;

3--

5--

1--

7--

1--

3--

l09

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

5--

j

$22.87

1--

9.40.

tf

Lugarchita.
Vicente,
s, Evaristo.

$12.77
$12.62

1--

1--

1--

Mrs.

Jesus.

Popez, Miss Juanit'..
Lucero Beatrice.
Lucero, Carlota.
Lucero, Sam!.
Miller, Henry .
Muniz, Pedro.
Montane, Huria.
Martinez, Carmeita Q.
Xieman, Miss Bertha.
Naranjo. Guillermo.
Ortega, Miss Petrona.
Otero, G.
Ortiz, Jose.
Ortiz, Iomi Lucila.
Picket, G.G.
Posey, G. O., (21.
Pino, Miss Juanita.
Perea, Adolfo.
Rivers, Myrtle.
Robinson, Lucy May.
Rivera, Estefanita.
Rodriguez, Miss Sylviana.
Smith, Frank-- .
Sandoval, Simon.
Tafoya, Juan.
Tafoya, Mariano.
Wiley, ,T. II.
In calling for these letters pleas

Texas-Mexic- o

;s

making
San Fran- -

FOR RENT Fie room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Li'suire
at 2i San Francisco street.
TO RENT A well furr.ished fro it
room with use- of bath.
Lady
ferred
at office.

e

-

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement

E.

maps and prices pt Charles
Michael, Real Estate.

Co.,

state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE.

Postmaster.

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Se'J our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland. O.
TRAVELING MEN making smart
towns are making from S." to $1 per
day carry in;.: our pocket side line. For
particulars address 2mh Century MtV.
Co., 1:;ipS Wt lis St. Chicago.
A XL LADY can easily
make from
$ls.t)0 to $25.00 iter week working for
me quietly in her own home locality.
This is a bona fide offer one which
will pay you to investigate, even if
you ran only spare two hours per day.
Xo investment required.
Turn your
spare time into money. Wrir- me at
once for particulars. Address MARY
H. TAYLOR, Box 30, AYomau - Building, Joliet, Illinois.

The High Cost of Living.

Increase the price of many necessiTo more thoroughly introduce our
ties without improving the quality.
choicest garden seeds we offer 10 full
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
five cents packages for 10c, postage
high standard or excellence and its
great curative qualities without any paid:
1 Giant Russian Sunflower
5c
increase in cost. It is the best rem- 1
Mammoth Flat Dutch Cabbage,
edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
5c
asure header
cough and all ailments of the throat, 1 Black
5c
Winter Radish
Spanish
chest and lungs. The genuine is in a 1 Cuban
5c
Queen Watermelon
yellow package. Refuse substitutes. 1 Best
5c
Sugar
Parsnip
& Co.
Sold by
1 Purple Top Globe Turnip
5c
1 Acme Late Tomato
5c
JUDGE DECIDES WATCH
1 Hubbard
5c
Squash
EXEMPT FROivi LEVY. 1 Rocky Ford Cantaloupe
Stripling-Burrow-

s

Musk-melo-

Spokane, Wash., May 14. Deciding
a question arising from an attempt by
the county sheriff to levy on a timepiece, owner by J. C. Eddy, to satisfy
a judgment in favor of Leroy C. Wal
ler, formerly thief of police of Spokane, Judge E. H. Sullivan in the Spokane county superior court, ruled that
a watch is an article of wearing apparel and is exempt. Eddy said he re
ceived the watch as a gift from his
father and claimed exemption. This
is the first time the question has been
decided in a court in the state of
Washington.
Judge Sullivan declined
to commit himself, when asked to go
nto details on the question of other
jewelry, but cited a statute, which
provides against anyone putting an
lmotint of money into clothing or jew
elry to be worn when not commensurate with his condition in life. In cases
where such an expenditure and invest- mest is made for the purpose of fraud
in escaping creditors, such property
is not exempt. Judge Sullivan believes
this opinion, not reversed by a higher
court, will hold in the supreme court
of Washington, in the event counsel
for Mr. Waller should go before that

tribunal.

Stripling-Burrow-

fr

.

i

WANTED Fancy
and plain sewii.g
Cisco St.

.Master Clarence
.Mrs. Jiarbarito.
Lopez, Hosalio.
Lip'-z-

FOR RKXT 2 rooms furnished for
light houst-k- cpiiiL', 2Vi McKenzie St.

A hook on Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or tablets is being
LAREDO IS FAR
AHEAD OF EL PASO. sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
Racine, AVis. You that are well, get
this book for some discouraged, disPrincipal Port for Traffic Between heartened sufferer! Do a simple act
the United States and Republic
of humanity! Point out this way to
of Mexico.
Sur
certain relief!
quick and
prise some sufferer, by first get
San Antonio, Texas, May 14. Dur- ting from me the booklet and the test.
ing the last few years Laredo, Texas, He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
has become the principal trade port on
& Co.
the Mexican border, doing a greater
export business than all other ports
NOTICE.
along the border. During the fiscal
of
Territorial Engineer.
Department
of
1909
the relative position
year of
Number of application 444.
was as folthe principal
Santa Fe, N. M., April 29, 1910.
lows :
Notice is hereby given that on the
Value of Exports. 22nd day of April, 1910, in accordance
$21,585,245.14 with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
Laredo, Texas
El Paso, Texas
11,236,500.91 1907, H. R. McGibbon and C. A. BishDel Rio, Texas
7,567,155.38 op of Santa Fe County of Santa Fe,
Mexico's export to the TTnited States Territory of New Mexico, made an apvia rail was also handled largely by plication to the Territorial Engineer
Laredo, as the following table will of New Mexico for a permit to approshow:
priate from the public, waters of tihe
Value of Imports. Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
$23,387,589.23
Laredo, Texas
El Paso, Texas
17,378,725.61 from Santa Cruz creek and Arroyo
Del Rio, Texas
13,340,799.39 Seco at a point S. 41 degrees, 10 minLaredo enjoys an advantage over all utes E. 9059 ft. dist. from S. W. Cor.
other
ports by reason of Sec. 31 T. 21, N. R. 9 E. by means
of being located on railroad systems of diversion and storage and 1,000
providing the shortest haul between acres feet is to be conveyed to Santa
the centers of population both in Mex- Clara and San Ildefonso Pueblo Indian
grants by means of ditches and reserico and the United States.
voir and there used for irrigation of
o,000 acres and domestic use.
LETTER LIST.
The Territorial Engineer will take
uncalled
List of letters remaining
this
up for consideration
in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. on theapplication
28th of July, 1910, and all per1909.
M., for the week ending May 14,
sons who
granting of
If not called for within two weeks the above may oppose the
must file their
application
!be
sent to the dead letter
they will
substantiated with affidav-

Sept. $12.65.
Kansas City, Mo., May 14. Cattle
departments.
Sept. $12.52 Receipts, 200, no southerns; market,
As in everything else Mexico is
sters $5.75 8. 25;
Native
steady.
steadily advancing along educational
WOOL MARKET.
southern sters $ 4.75 7.75; southern
lines, and the officials are paying more
native cows and
attention than ever before to the eduSt. Louis, Mo., May 14. Wool, cows $3.506.00;
cating of the boys and girls of the steady; territory and western medi heifers $3.757.35; stockers and feeders $4.006.25;
bulls $4.256.25;
land.
calves $3.75 8; western steers $5.75
The presence in Mexico during September of so many noted educators
8.00; western cows $4.006.50.
will add to the prestige of the celebraTexas-Mexic- o
Hogs
Receipts 2,000; market, 5
tion, preparations for which are now
cents higher. Bulk of sales $9.35
progressing rapidly.
9.45; heavy $9.409.50; packers and
Sura, Painless Method
NO Pay UHTX CUKEi
butchers $9.35(5)9.50; light $9.259.45;
Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No. No Fraud. ffeXGay.
pigs $8.759.00.
Any Tumor, Lumr or
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
Snre nn the lir. face
Sheep
Receipts, 1,000; market,
Mr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the or body rix months is
Muttons
steady.
$5.505.70; lambs
1HL.Y litvt.li
above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes: Lancer.
PAIN until last fitsep.
fed western wethers and
$7.258.90;
with
"For a long time I was bothered with 0 00 K sRtit Hundreds
yearlings $6.008.00; fed western
Testimonials.
backache and pains across my kid- mil write von th.it. WE
ewes $5.507.00.
111 Kill LIVES.
neys. About two months ago I start- PAVED
WKITE TO SOME
I
ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon
For More than Three Decades.
saw they were doing just as claimed. I AHY LUS3P IR WOMAN'S BREAST
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a office at Washington:
certain ceatii it liegiectea
it poisons household favorite for all ailments of
kept on taking them and now I am is
Adams, Jas. B.
..
detp lato the armpit and KILLS QUICKLY.
free from backache, and the painful Wa
sard, you 3 for every nation
uie iuiucil, uuest ctuu lungs, r ui
Adams, Jas. P.
name you send first.
bladder misery is all gone. I like Fo- we troafc wiiose
Banks, Lawrence B.
caso and est our$iO0O oifer fants and children it is best and safest
Describe
ley Kidney Pills so well that I have Address your
Dr. S. K. CHAM LEY, SSTJffi'S, as it contains no opiates and no harmBlevins, Ernest.
told many of my friends and comrades
D 747 G. Casta St. LOS ANGELES, CAL. ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's
Miss Edith.
Baxter,
about them arid shall recommend MAIL THIS TQ SOME ONE WITH CANCES? Honey and Tar in the yellow package.
Curator Interstate New Mexico.
them at every opportunity." Sold by
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Fouts, Warren.
"M"
& Co.
Stripling-Burrow-s
& Co.
Fruth, C. H.

Lard July
Ribs July

An
Druggists!

s.

'

b-- t

mm

10,

L25c.SOc.

s

1

Golden Self Bleaching

n

5c
5c

Celery

50c

This excellent assortment valued at.
half dollar for 10c.
With every order our 50 page catalogue sent free. If you will send with
your order names of five of your
friends who would be interested, we
will send you a package of flower
eeds for each name.
E. W. FEE,
W. Lead Ave..
Albuquerque. X. M.

PfateHioiiiOirli
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

-

CATRON & CATRON

....

Attorneys and

Office:
Santa Fe,

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
New Mexico

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
& EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

Chas. F. Easley,
Santa Fe.
EASLEY

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces,
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
-

Las Cruces

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
sannnoo bjok pn lanSn ires i0A

Las Vegas,

-

-

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
objections
its (properly backed with application Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
number), with the Territorial EnginLas Cruces
New Mexico
eer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
R. W. WITTMAN
Territorrial Engineer.
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
Rebound When excellent wors can
he done right at home. Consult the in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
- New Mexico
Santa Fe,
New Mexican Bindery.

....

i
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

it

20 to 60c a

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

Save 1 dz wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago Hi., ani get a nice
Silver .Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in

F. ANDREWS

ft. 4

SPECIAL
SALE

t

Ann

lwWlrVlw

niinnAirvnnmd

n

SALE

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

YRDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL

NEW

DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
m
em

fS5

Tm

SATISFAOtlt)W ASSURED

inn

0 CORRICK'S HACK LINE
For Hire at
Popular Prices

HACK SERVICE

EOTtORE

KRIOK.

Prop

Buggies and Saddle Horses

mm

Minor City Topes
(Continued From Hage Two.)
The Clarendon dardens are ready to
supply white carnations for "Moth- I
er's Day."
Municipal Ownership Carries in El
paso Municipal ownership of the wa
ter works of El Paso carried at a
special Vet ion at El Paso this week
by 001 voies in a total cast of 807.
Free bowling on Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday at the Smoker.
Soecial Meeting of Woman's Board
of Trade There will be a special
meeting of the Woman's Board of
Trade on Monday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. As important business is to
be considered a full attendance is
desired.
Buv candy now while it is in good
condition. At Fischer Drug Co.'s,
The Sisters of Charity are exceedingly grateful to the Rev. Father
Deraches, to Amado Gutierrez, Frank
Andrews, G. H. Hay ward and H. S.
Kaune & Co., who contributed so much
to the pleasure of the orphans on their
annual picnic Thursday by donating
baked goods, candies, fruits, meats,
etc., also to Mr. Closson who, with his
drivers were so attentive to the comfort of the sisters and children front
the time they left the sanitarium until
their return. The day was one of unalloyed pleasure for the little folks,
even the weather man being in the
conspiracy to give the little orphans a
happy day. While it is always a pleasurable even in the lives of these little
ones, this year it was exceptionally so.
Contract for Cottage Peter M. A.
Lienau, assistant commissioner of insurance, has let to Edward Wheeler
the contract for a modern cottage on
East Palace avenue, for which ground
will be broken next week.
RARE MARBLES ARE FOUND
IN WASHINGTON.
Spokane, Wash., May 14. Twenty
varieties of Grecian Skyros marble,
which has a commercial value of $30
a cubic foot, were discovered by A.
Jarman of San Jose, Cal., and W. M.
Boileau, recording teller at the Trad- ers' National bank of Spokane, while
exploring in Stevens county, Wash-- '
ington, 15 miles northeast of Colville.
a few days ago. Arrangements
are
now under way, by which the Wash- ington Marble Company will expend
.$.",00,000 in developing the field, which
contains 500 acres.
The importance of the discovery,
the first find of highly colored marble
in North America, becomes apparent
when it is known that more than $30,- 000,000 is expended annually for mar- ble used in the United States alone,
Three of the largest veins have
been explored at depth, the colors
ranging from deep purple to pure
white, other hues being brownish
grey and pale gold. Sculptors
say
the white marble is ermal if not nf hpt-ter quality than the products of
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from Grapes

World's Fair

Greece or Italy for statuary, being
of finer grain, impervious to stain and
moisture and not affected by ink, oil
or climatic conditions.
Charles M. Fassett, president of
the Spokane chamber of commerce,
probably the foremost chemist and
metallurgist in the Pacific northwest,
declares that the discovery is one of
the most important on this continent
in recent years, adding that as there
are billions of cubic feet of marble in
the deposits in Stevens county. This is
a new resource of almost inestimable
wealth.
The first stone quarried for building purposes may enter into the construction of a home for the Spokane
chapter of the American Woman's
League, which has planned a structure to cost $10,000. Mr. Jarman has
sent a letter to Mrs. John F. Davies,
treasurer of the chapter, offering to
furnish, free of charge, all the saw
blocks necessary for exterior and interior use.
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was speaking of
with Glavis in Seathe said they incithe clash between

the land office and the forestry bureau.
Mr. Vertrees asked him to tell what
he attributed the quarrel.
"There always will he friction so
long as the forestry bureau and the
lanl nfficfi are in two different de
partments. They should be both eith- -
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er in the department cf agriculture FATE THAT AWAITS
THE MOTHER-IN-LAW- .
or in the interior department and
14.
Rev.
the interior department," he
Spokane, Wash., May
Avenue
Dean
of
Bruce
"I
think
a
they
Brown, pastor
added with
smile,
Christian church of Spokane, scored
should he in that department."
the bit of his life at the Mothers' Day
exercises under the direction of the
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Ion May S, when he said among other
things in the course of his address to
HOW THEY STAND.
the young women:
"For the maligned and mistreated
National League.
mothers-in-laI want to speak
Won. Lost P.C. tribe of
Almost every
7
12
.632 a good word r today.
Pittsburg
mother must some time in her life be9
.009
New York
It
and it will not
come a mother-in-law- ,
8
11
.579
Philadelphia
have your boy put
to
for
be
easy
you
.524
11
10
Chicago
another woman first in his life. I lay
9
.500
9
Cincinnati
upon the conscience of the many
S
.400
12
Boston
young women before me that they nev.391 er
14
9
Brooklyn
become jealous of the love that
13
.381 their sweethearts
8
St. Louis
give to their mothers. It is one of the tragedies of life
American League.
for a woman, who has guided every
Won. Lost P. C. step of her boy, to see him place an4
.778 other first in his affection. Some
14
Philadelphia
day
.G09
9
14
Detroit
you may taste the bitterness of that
S
12
.600
Cleveland
cup. So you should love your mottier-in-!a8
.579
11
New York
as you would be beloved."
.500
11
11
Boston
8
.500
10
Chicago
It is Important for You to Kn&w
1G
.304
7
Washington
The news of Santa Fe for the city is
4
.211 the
15
St. Louis
capitol of the Territory and matters of great importance are transWHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
acted in this city Hence the wide
awake man or woman reads 'Santa
National League.
Fe's daily newspaper. Subscribe at
Boston at Chicago.
once for the New Mexican if you
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
haven't your name already on the roll.
New York at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Pitt3burg.
Rebound When excellent wont can
American League.
be done right at home. Consult the
Chicago at Philadelphia.
New Mexican Bindery.
St. Louis at New York.
-Detroit at Boston.
If you want anything on
try
J
Cleveland at Washington.
New Mexican Want Ad.
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2000 Pamphlets Mailed to Good Dressers
Read Them

"MAY WE

TAILOR YOU?"

GoodTailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.
--
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CLOTHES

IS

A TRADE!

GOOD TAILORING

IS

AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmen that money
can employ.
With-al- l
our prices are not unreasonable when we say

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.50 and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

iiiQSLD322.o

These Prices wiU run for

jj

days
only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE
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